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A B S TR A C T

S e lf-* D is trib u te d Q uery Region Covering in W ireless Sensor N etw orks
by
Preethi Linga
D r. Ajoy K . D atta, Exam ination Committee Chair
School of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
D r. M aria Gradinariu, Exam ination Committee Co-Chair
IR IS A , Campus de Beaulieu, France
Late M ark Weiser envisioned the next (i.e., the post-PC) era of computing, called
wifows computing. In ubiquitous world, we expect to see thousands of invisible computing
devices used per person, maybe, even in a household. Recent technological advances in
microsensors, wireless networking and communications, and embedded processing made it
possible. We can now build ad-hoc networks composed of a large number of low-cost, lowpower, and small sensor nodæ. The sensor networks are expected to be very large. In many
applications, they w ill be densely deployed. These networks are energy constrained. The
topology also is expected to change very hrequently. Considering all the constraints discussed
above, the sensor network must be sey-con^gur*»g and sey-recou/igwring or sey-Aeolmg.
In sensor networks, gucries are sent &om some devices (could be a P D A , a laptop, or
any computer) to sense some data/events over some tim e period and a geographical region,
called guerg regio». The query region is usually a subset of the to tal region covered by all
the sensors in the network. Since the sensors are usually densely deployed, there are usually

m
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a lot more sensors than required to process a given query. One possible way to minimise
usage o f energy is not to keep all sensor nodes fully active all the tim e.

Some of them

can be put to passive mode some times while others are active in sensing the data in the
environment. The above scenario is modeled as an optim ization problem in sensor networks,
called the connected sensor cozier problem. Given a query over a sensor network, select a
Tninimum or nearly minimum set of sensors, called connected sensor cover, such that the
selected sensors cover the query region, and form a connected network among themselves.
In its general form, this problem is known to be NP-hard.
In this thesis research, we design the /irst, yhllg distributed, strictig tocntized, scatobte,
and se^-* solution to the connected sensor cover problem. The 5'et/-* concept has been
used to include many fault-tolerant properties like setf-con^guriug, sey-reconyiguring/sei/^
beating, etc. We w ill present a setf-stabitizing solution and show that this solution is both
self-configuring and self-healing. In a self-stabilizing system, every computation, starting
hrom an arbitrary state, eventually reaches a state which satishes the specihcation. Nodes
achieve the global objective by using only local computations. Local algorithm based sensor
networks are more robust, and scale better.

The proposed solution is space optim al in

terms of number of states used per node. Although the solution is not optim al in terms
of the number of nodes in the cover set, but the in itia l simulation results show that our
solution was able to elim inate a high degree of redundant nodes. So, the results look good.
Another feature of the proposed algorithm is th at the faults are contained only w ithin the
neighborhood of the faulty nodes.
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CHA PTER 1

IN T R O D U C T IO N
A fter spending the hrst era of computing w ith mainframes, we are now in the era of personal
computing. The next wave, the th ird era of computing was visioned by Late M ark Weiser.
In 1988 at the Computer Science Lab at Xerox PARC, he articulated the next age of
computing, called ubzguitoug computmg [145], also called calm tecbnofogg [149]. Later, it
was given another name, called pemosizie computing [120]. In ubiquitous world, we expect to
see thousands of invisible computing devices used per person, maybe, even in a household.
How can we make this ubiquitous environment a reality? Recent technological advances
in microsensors, wireless networking and communications, and embedded processing made
it possible. We can now build ad-hoc networks composed of a large number of low-cost, lowpower, and small sensor nodes. These ad-hoc uiizielegg aensor netuior&a [48] have applications
everywhere — m ilitary, business, commercial, health, and home. Although sensor networks
have some sim ilarities w ith wireless ad-hoc networks (like M A N E Ts) and mobile cellular
networks, there are enough diSerences which demand seeking new sets of protocols. Today,
networked sensors can be built using commercial components oE the shelf. A research team
at the University of California at Berkeley is attem pting to design a system w ithin a size
of a few cubic m illim eters [113]. Top silicon companies, like In tel Corporation [82] are also
in the business of manufacturing such devices. D A R PA has initiated a research, called

1
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Network Embedded Systems Technology (N E S T) [108].
The sensor networks are expected to be very large. In many applications, they w ill be
densely deployed. These networks are energy constrained. Not only the sensors have lim ited
battery power, it is extremely di& cnlt if not impossible to replace the battery. They may be
deployed in inaccessible terrains or disaster areas. So, it is very im portant to design energy
eScient sensor networks to enable untethered and unattended operation for an extended
period of tim e.

The topology may change very hrequently due to various reasons, like

position, rehability, available energy, malfunctioning, etc. Thus, designing wireless sensor
networks is challenging.
Deploying pre-conhgured network of a huge number of sensors is im practical. Expect
ing to be able to m anually m aintain that size of a network is absurd.

Considering all

these constraints, the sensor network must be gey-con/igunng and sey-mamtommg or ael/bealmg. The term 5'eZ/-* has been used to include aU the properties like self-organizing,
self-conhguring, self-healing, etc. In this thesis, we w ill present a

solution

to an im portant energy saving problem in sensor networks. Then we w ill show that this
solution can also be considered as a self-* solution. In a self-stabilizing system, every com
putation, upon steirtiag from an arbitrary state, eventually reaches a state &om where the
computation satishes the specihcation. The paradigm of self-stabilization, introduced by
D ijkstra in 1974 [39], is considered to be the most unihed strategy to design fault-tolerant
systems. Although it was intended to handle transient faults, research has shown th at all
types of faults can be dealt w ith in a stabilizing manner.
In sensor networks, queries are sent to sense some data/events over a query region. Con
sidering the lim ited energy available, designing an energy saving query response protocol
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for sensor networks is very importEint. A new problem, called connected sensor cower was
introduced in [63] to model the query response system. The problem can be inform ally dehned as follows: Given a query over a sensor network, select a minimum or nearly minimum
set of sensors, called connected sensor cover, such that the selected sensors cover the query
region, and form a connected network among themselves. In its general form, this problem
is known to be N P-hard [63, 93].

1.1

Contributions

This thesis research involves two main topics: design of self-* systems and design of energye@cient protocols for sensor networks. Many terms like self-organizing, self-maintaining,
and self-healing, etc. have been introduced in the literature in the last few years. The hrst
contribution of this research is w riting a survey of the self-* systems which includes the above
systems and self-stabilizing systems. We discuss ubiquitous/pervasive computing, IB M 's
autonomic computing, and recovery-oriented computing and self-repairing computers. We
also briehy summarize the m ain results of the self-stabilizing systems.
The second contribution of this thesis is an extensive study of various aspects of wireless
sensor networks.

We report the current results of many im portant problems (like data

dissemination, data aggregation, localization systems, tim e synchronization) in this area.
We also make an attem pt to connect the self-* systems and wireless sensor networks.
The third and m ain contribution of this research is to design a self-* power-efScient
solution to the connected sensor cover problem. This is the hrst localized distributed so
lution to the connected sensor cover problem. The proposed solution is also the hrst self-*
protocol of the problem. By localized, it means that sensor nodes communicate only w ith
their neighbors. Localized solutions in large networks are desirable due to their high relia
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b ility and scalability. We implemented the self-* properties by using the self-stabilization
paradigm. O ur solution can handle different types of faults including node and link (wireless
communication) failures, change of power level, and memory corruption.

1.2

Outline of the Thesis

We start w ith a survey of self-* systems in Chapter 2. This chapter includes descriptions of
many types of fault-tolerant systems, all under the common framework of self-*. We briehy
describe the basic ideas of mobile wireless networks including cellular networks and mobile
ad-hoc networks (in Section 3.1 in Chapter 3). In Section 3.2 in Chapter 3, we present a
detail survey of wireless sensor networks. Chapter 4 includes the main contribution of this
thesis. In that chapter, we introduce the connected sensor cover problem, and present a selfstabilizing solution to the problem, followed by its proof of correctness. Discussion about
the complexity of the algorithm , simulation results, and other properties are also included
in the same chapter. In Section 4.8, we w ill give some ideas to extend this research. Finally,
in Chapter 5, we present some concluding remarks and a few future directions.
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CHA PTER 2

S E L F-* SYSTEM S
A mniiber of dehnitions have been proposed in the literature to capture the meaning of
dwtributed sygkma. A d*gfr*6ufed gÿgkm [134] can be dehned as an interconnected collection
of autonomous computers, processes, or processors (also, called nodes). Tanenbaum |133]
added one extra condition to the above dehnition — the existence of the collection of
nodes must be trungporenf to users of the system. Although the processors in distributed
systems are autonomous in nature, they may need to communicate w ith each other to
coordxnok their actions and achieve a reasonable level of coopération [110]. Many authors
(e.g., Tanenbaum in [133]) made an attem pt to distinguish between distributed systems and
computer networks. However, the diEerence between the two systems in modem computing
is very subtle.
One of the main topics of research in this thesis is sey-* gpgtemw. In the following, we
start w ith an overview of sel/-* gpgkma (Section 2.1). We describe many terms currently
being used in the broad area of fault-tolerant computing.

2.1

Overview

Software systems are being used for almost all business-critical apphcations. Thus, the
availabihty of these systems is extrem ely im portant. The system must be able to adjust
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to diSerent inputs, adapt to all possible changes of the environment, and handle diEerent
faults.

The diEerent concepts or terms encapsulated in ael/-* have been introduced to

characterize diEerent ways of detecting, adjusting, and recovering Eom the above situations.
Unfortunately, these terms have not been formalized in a coherent manner. In the fbllowiug,
we win inform ally describe these concepts w ith examples Eom the current literature. In
Section 2.3, we give an overview of the concept of selLstabilization which has been an active
area of research for more than twentyEve years.
In [53], self-* has been used "to capture many recent buzzwords in a single meta
buzzword". According to [53], a self-* system should be self-conhguring, self-organizing,
seE-tuning, self-healing, and self-managing. The following is from [130]: "Such research
is a direct response to the shift Eom needing bigger, faster, stronger computer systems to
the need for less human-intensive management of the systems currently available. System
complexity has reached the point where adm inistration generally costs more than hardware
and software infrastructure." Hum an organization (speciEcaHy, corporate structure) was
used as an analogy to explain the concept of self-* in [130].

The authors explored the

analogy by using several examples from the corporate world. Some of the examples are
"worker/supervisor hierarchies", "avoidance of micro-management", "complaint-based tun
ing", "risk analysis", and "observe, diagnose, and repair loop". The above characteristics
make the human organizations (like corporate o&ces) self-organizing and resilient to fail
ures. The insights gained Eom the human organizations combined w ith concepts Eom A I
and storage systems were used to design self-* storage systems [53]. The goals of the self-*
storage systems proposed in [53] were reduction of human adm inistration, and increase of
levels of reliability, availability, and performance.
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A system is considered to be

E starting from an arbitrary starting state

and an arbitrary input, the system wiE eventually satis^ the speciEcation or start behaving
properly. A sim ilar concept, caEed gel/-ozyan:z:T*g was formaEy deEned in [5]. The concept
was then appEed to study peer-to-peer systems. A aey-Aealmg system automaticaEy recov
ers Eom diEerent perturbations and dynamic changes. A self-healing system can also be
characterized as a gey-momkxnxng system.
The Dynamic ReconEguration subsystem (DRSS) [64] is a very weE-known general ar
chitecture supporting the development of seE-conEguring and self-maintaining systems. A
prototype of DRSS has been implemented using MicrosoA's .N E T platform . DRSS was
used to achieve fault-tolerance in Aladdin Home Networking Project [141]. The Aladdin
project is an im plementation of a highly reliable system inErastructure for coimecting var
ious in-home networks. The seE-organization was formaEy deEned based on the locaEty
principle in [5]. LocaEty principle means that a node maintains only a lim ited amount of
inform ation w ith respect to a bounded set of nearby nodes. The authors used this new
deEnition in peer-to-peer networks to reorganize Enks and spontaneously group nodes using
some special criteria.
A seE-conEguring and seE-healing algorithm E)r m ulti-hop wireless networks was pre
sented in [158]. The algorithm self-conEgures nodes in a 2D plane into a ceEular hexagonal
structure satis^dng certain properties. The algorithm also self-heals under various pertur
bations in dynamic networks.
Distributed seE-conEguring algorithms have been proposed in the Eeld of robotics [36,
132, 139]. The problem in general in this Eeld is for a system of m ultiple mobEe robots
to communicate w ith each other to form a geometric pattern.

The algorithms are seE-
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conEguring in the sense that they can start Eom any shape, but eventuaEy after some Enite
moves wiE converge to a speciEed shape. The Enal patterns considered include circles, points
on a polygon, straight Eues, etc. Some algorithms considered robots w ith memory, i.e., they
can remember aE the steps taken in the past. Some algorithms considered obEvious robots.
In [36], anonymous and obEvious robots were considered. Refer to [25] for a good survey
on cooperative mobEe robotics.
The number of computer devices is increasing very fast — at a compound rate of
38% [56].

Many of these computers are also interconnected.

As more systems are be

coming connected to a more diverse set of systems and envEonments, planned maintenance
of computers are becoming more of an impossible task to manage. The phenomenal growth
of computer systems and the invention of Internet has also made managing and m aintaining
computers too complex. This had made a big impact on the cost of maintaining computers.
The cost of employing network administrators to keep the computers up and running has
been rising. The following is Eom [56]: "According to a study published in March 2002 by
researchers at the University of California at Berkeley, the labor costs outstrip equipment
by factors of three to 18, depending on the type of system. And one thud to one h alf the
the total budget is spent preventing or recovering Eom crashes. And no wonder: a system
faEure at a brokerage or credit-card authorization center can run up mElions of doEars per
hour in lost business." Hardware and software faults, and human errors are unavoidable.
So, to meet these chaEenges, recovery based approach to achieving fault-tolerant systems is
the way to foEow. Systems should be

in the sense that aE tasks in aE phases

in the Efe cycle of the system are automatic. In the foEowing, we wEl discuss two sug
gested approaches to solve the system maintenance and management problem: autonomic
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computing and recowerg-oriented computing.
IB M 's solution to the above unmanageable task is the introduction of the new model
of computing, called autonomic computing [79]. On October 15th, 2001, Paul Horn, Senior
Vice President o f IB M Research suggested a solution: "build computer systems th at regulate
themselves much in the same way our autonomic nervous system regulates and protects our
bodies.". An autonomic system is deEned by eight characteristics as follows. (1) It needs
to "know itself".

(2) It must conEgure and reconEgure itseE under varying (and in the

future, even unpredictable) conditions. (3) It never settles for the status in quo — it always
looks for ways to optimize its workings. (4) It must perform something akin to healing —
it must be able to recover Eom routine and extraordinary events that might cause some of
its parts to m alfunction. (5) It must be an expert in seE-protection. (6) It must know its
environment and the context surrounding its activity, and act accordingly. (7) It cannot
exist in a hermetic envEonment.

(8) It wEl anticipate the optimized resources needed

while keeping its complexity hidden. A special issue of IB M Systems Journal has been
dedicated to autonomic computing [80]. We quote the foEowing Eom the cover page of
the specieil issue "The development of autonomic computing wEl make systems capable of
seE-conEguring, seE-healing, seE-optimizing, and self-protecting, analogous to the abihties
of Eving organisms w ith autononnc nervous systems".
A new approach to building highly reEable systems, caEed recowerp-onented comput
ing was introduced in [51, 109]. They caEed such systems aelf-repoinng computers. The
group at Berkeley and Stanford are working on applying this concept to designing highlydependable Internet services. The basic approach used in theE work is based on faEure
recovery. Some importemt characteristics of recovery-oriented computing have been iden-
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tîEed in [109].

They are "isolation and redundancy", "system-wide support for undo",

"integrated diagnosis support", "online veriEcation of recovery mechanisms", "design for
high m odularity, measurabihty, and restartabihty", and "dependabihty/availabihty bench
marking" .

2.2

Ubiquitous/Pervasive Computing

The term ubiguitous computing was coined by late M ark Weiser at Xerox Palo A lto Research
Center (PA R C ) to describe a vision of future technology that would always be available,
oAen m onitoring or anticipating the user's needs, even when the user was not explicitly
aware of the technology [145]. The foEowing quotation is Eom his paper [145]: "The most
profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of
everyday Efe untE they are indistinguishable Eom it." This new era of computing is based
on two key chaEenges: xnmsxAle computing and calm tecAnolqgp [149]. The main slogan
for this computing is "invisible everywhere" approach [146]. Ubiquitous computing is the
method of enhancing computer use by making many computers available throughout the
physical envEonment, but making them eEectively invisible to the user. By invisible, it
means th at the tool does not intrude on our consciousness; we focus on the task, not the
tool. The w riting or Eteracy technology may be the oldest technology in this category of
invisible computing. W hen we see something w ritten, we just use it, but do not feel it.
The electricity is another example. Electric motors or some other devices are everywhere.
Eyeglasses are a good tool — we look at the world, not the eyeglasses. The canes used
by blind people are good examples too. They feel the street, not the canes. The goal of
the cahn technology [149] is to send inform ation in a calm manner. However, inform ation
technology is more oAen the enemy of cahn. The examples are pagers, ceEphones, T V ,
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radio, etc. The calm technology engages, and moves back and forth between two things:
peripheral (or sensory) processing and center of processing. A good example is driving a
car. W hen we drive a car, we look at the road, we hear the noise in the car from feUow
passengers, radio, etc., but we do not hear the noise of the engine. In this case, the center of
processing is looking at the road, and the periphery is the noise of the engine. I f something
goes wrong in the engine, the two processing types w iü swap between them — the engine
wih be the main focns of attention.
Unlike virtu al reality, ubiquitous computing endeavors to integrate inform ation displays
into the everyday physical world. Unlike PDA's, ubiquitous computing envisions a world
of fully coimected devices, w ith cheap wneless networks everywhere. It postulates th at we
need not carry anything w ith us since inform ation w ill be accessible everywhere. Unlike the
intim ate agent computer th at responds to one's voice and is a personal M end and assistant,
ubiquitous computing envisions computation prim arily in the background where it may not
even be noticed [147].
The emergence of network enabled devices and the promise of ubiquitous network con
nectivity have made the development of pervasive computing envEonments an attractive
research goal [117]. Ubiquitous computing is now also called pervasive computing [120].
Pervasive computing is about making our lives simpler through digital environments that
are sensitive, adaptive, and responsive to human needs. In a way, pervasive computing sub
sumes mobEe computing as weE as distributed systems. Mobile computing goal of "anytime
anywhere" connectivity is extended to "aE the tim e everywhere" by integrating pervasive
ness support technologies such as interoperabEity, scalabiEty, smartness, and invisibiEty.
New hardware systems design for ubiquitous computing has been oriented towards ex
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perim ental platforms for systems and applications of invisibility. The in itia l incarnation
of ubiquitous computing was m the form of "tabs", "pads", and "boards" buEt at Xerox
PARC, 1988-1994. In hardware, we have mobEe devices, sensors, and even smart appli
ances. Sensors can use the Piconet module to enable wireless connectivity [48]. Active
badges [143], the ParcTab [1], the O RL location system [144], the PinPoint Positioning Sys
tems (LPS) [150], and the Factoid [49] are aE examples of this class of networked sensors
(discussed in detaE in Section 3.2). Supporting software technologies include digital signal
processing and object-oriented programming.
Ubiquitous computing oSers a framework for new and exciting research across the spec
trum of computer science. The chaEenge is to create a new kind of relationship of people
to computers, one in which the computer would have to take the lead in becoming vastly
better at getting out of the way so people could just go about their Eves. The most ubiqui
tous current inform ational technology embodied in artifacts is the use of w ritten symbols,
prim arily words, but including also pictographs, clocks, and other sorts of symboEc com
munication [148].
The ubiquitous computing wiE bring inform ation technology beyond the big problems
Eke corporate Enance and school homework, to the Ettle annoyances Eke "Where are the
car keys?", "Can I get a parking place?", and "Is that shirt I saw last week at Macy's stiE
on the rack [149]?". This new trend of computing seems likely to provide a Aamework for
interesting and productive work for many more years or decades, but we have much to learn
about the details.
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2.3

SeE-stabilizing Systems

The concept of self-stabilization has been known for about th irty years as a paradigm of
designing fault-tolerant systems. This concept was introduced to computer science by D ijk 
stra [40, 39] and later strongly endorsed by Lam port [94]. The idea of self-stabilization was
used in other areas (such as numerical analysis, control theory, systems science, etc.) long
before D ijkstra coined the word "self-stabilization". Many dehnitions of self-stabilization
exist in the literature, and unfortunately, the stabilizing research community did not con
verge on a single deEnition. One widely accepted deEnition is as foEows: A self-stabilizing
system, regardless of its in itia l state, converges in Enite tim e to a set of states that satis^
its speciEcation. It can also be deEned w ith respect to behavior instead of state as foEows:
A self-stabilizing system, starting Eom an arbitrary state, reaches a state in Enite tim e such
th at it starts behaving according to its speciEcation. In this section, we wiE give an inform al
overview of some aspects of stabilization. Our goal is not to give a comprehensive summary
of the whole area. Readers can refer to [70] for an almost current on-line bibEography of
stabilizing Eterature, [41] for the only book on this topic, [50, 58, 122] for surveys of the
area, and [7, 10] for aiz introduction to the concept of self-stabEization.
Although D ijkstra's work [39] did not mention of any application of self-stabiEzation to
fault-tolerance, there has been a lot of research on this topic. The dissertations [6, 89] are
exceEent sources on this topic. The self-stabEization was deEned in terms of closure and
convergence in [6, 8]. Closure refers to the property which requires that during aE system
executions, the system stays w ithin some set of legal or desEable set of states unless a fault
occurs. Convergence requires the system to reach a legal state Erom any arbitrary (possibly
Elegal) state in Enite steps.

A system is self-stabiEzing if it satisEes both closure and
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convergence properties. In [6, 8], a comprehensive study of diQierent types of faults (such as
crash, stuck-at, fail-stop, omission, tim ing, performance and Byzantine) and how they are
accommodated in then deEnition of stabilization (in terms of closure and convergence) was
included. The Erst form al deEnition of fault-tolerance was given in [8]. The results like [6, 8]
and some others (re& r [70]) in subsequent years establish the fact th at self-stabilization is
the most unified strategy of achieving fault-tolerance in distributed systems.

Previous

attem pts were specihc to some technologies, architectures, and applications. In [89], it was
shown that a fault-tolerant program is a composition of a fault-intolerant program and a
set of fault-tolerance components. A method for designing m ulti-tolerant programs (ones
that tolerate m ultiple types of faults) was also presented in [89]. It was shown in [83] that
a sequence of crashes can drive a protocol into arbitrary global states.
Self-stabiEzation has been extensively used in the area of network protocols. Numerous
papers have been w ritten on protocols Eke routing (including cut-through, wormhole), al
ternating b it, sEding window, session control, congestion control, connection management,
high-speed networks, sensor networks, and max-Eow computation.

Refer to [41, 70] for

the pointers. Many of these protocols also consider message losses and dupEcations, and
node/link failures.
There exist many self-stabilizmg distributed solutions for graph theory problems. Ex
amples are diEerent types of spanning trees. Ending center and median, m axim al matching,
search structures, and graph coloring. Stabilization has been appEed to solving many clas
sical distributed algorithms. Examples include m utual exclusion, token cnculation, leader
election, synchronization and clocks, distributed reset, distributed diEusing computation,
term ination detection, and propagation of inform ation w ith feedback. Problems have been
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considered in diEerent topologies (e.g., ring and tree) as well.
Nnmerous models have been considered in the literature. There exist several dimensions
of the model, such as execution model (shared registers and message passing), fairness
(weakly fair, strongly fair, and unfair), granularity of the atomic step (composite versus
read /w rite atom icity), and types of daemons (central and distributed). Stabilization tim e
complexity and space complexity have been two factors of the stabilizing solutions. Several
optim al solutions have been proposed.
Proving stabilization program is quite challenging.

Two techniques have been com

monly used in the literature: convergence stair [60] and variant function [87] methods.
Proof techniques for randomized algorithms, refer to [18, 44, 69, 75]. Many general meth
ods of designing self-stabilizing programs have been proposed. We mention some of them
here w ithout any description: diEusing computation [9], sEent stabilization [42], local sta
bilizer [3], local checking and local correction [12, 136], distributed program checking [14],
counter Eushing [137], window washing [32], self-containment [55], snap-stabilization [33],
super-stabilization [43], power supply [2], and transient fault detector [17].
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CHAPTER 3

W IR ELESS N E TW O R K S
We w ill present varions concepts and issues related w ith wireless sensor networks in this
chapter. To understand the distinction between sensor networks and other types of wireless
networks, in Section 3.1, we give a very brief overview of wireless networks.

3.1

Mobile Wireless Networks

In recent years, mobEe computing has enjoyed a tremendous growth in popularity due to
various technological advances and rapid development of smaE, inexpensive, and powerful
mobile computing devices ranging from Personal D ig ital Assistants (PDAs), mobile phones,
handhelds, and wearable computers to laptops. Due to the added facEity of mobEity in these
computing devices, m aintaining communication among the various types of mobEe devices
is critical and chaEenging. An overview of im portant issues of distributed computing in a
mobile environment was given in [62]. W ith the development in wireless communication
technologies in decades, wireless mobEe units can communicate w ith each other in vari
ous ways. MobEe Wireless Networks can be classiBed into infrastructured (ceEular) and
inhastructureless (ad hoc) wireless networks [54]. Both aim to provide ubiquitous commulEcations and computing environment where users are untethered from their inform ation
source.

16
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3.1.1

Infrastructured/C ellular Wireless Networks

lu an in&astructure/cellular wireless network, the mobile devices coimect to each other
through an access point, or use a more sophisticated interm ediary such as a base station
(gateway or router), cellular networks divide the geographical area they serve into smaller
regions, called cells. Each ceE has a base station, also referred to as the mobile service
station (M SS). Several mobEe hosts (M H ) may be present in a cell. The MHs can move
from one ceE to another [115]. AE mobEe nodes are one-hop away Aom a base station.
Mobile nodes directly communicate w ith access points or base stations, and usuaEy do not
establish point-to-point connections w ith other mobEe nodes. Access points are usuaEy
connected to the rest of the network or the Internet. Each access point has a coverage
area which it is able to send signals to and receive signals Aom other mobEe nodes. Nodes
w ithin the area of an access point are able to communicate dAectly w ith th at access point.
But, as the mobEe node moves Aom the coverage area of one access point into that of
another, a handoE occurs, where the node ceases communication w ith the old access point
and begins conununicating w ith the new access point. The handoE should be completely
seamless so that the user is not aware of the fact that a transition in coverage areas has
occurred. Typical examples of this kind of wAeless networks are Global System for MobEe
Communications (G S M ), UiEversal MobEe Telecommunication System (U M T S ), WAeless
Local Loop (W L L ), and WAeless Local Area Network (W L A N ).
InAastructured wAeless networks are commonly used in oËce buEdings, coEege cam
puses, or locations where the access points can be easEy instaEed and coimected to an
existing network. W A P products are typical examples of the commercial appEcation for
this type of wAeless networks.
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3.1.2

In&astnictureless/Ad Hoc Wireless Networks

Mobile users may need to communicate in situations where no Sxed wired in&astructure is
available. For example, a group of researchers en-route to a conference may meet at the
airport and require to connect to the wide area network, students may need to interact
during a lecture, or hremen need to connect to an ambulance en-route to an emergency
scene. In such situations, a collection of mobile hosts w ith wireless network interfaces may
form a tem porary network w ithout the aid of any established infrastructure or centralized
administration. Such networks received considerable attention in recent years in both com
mercial and m ilitary apphcations, due to their attractive properties of building a network
on the dy and not requiring any pre-planned in&astructure such as a base station or a
central controller. Such an interconnection between mobile computers is called an ad-hoc
network, in conformance w ith current usage w ithin the IE E E 802.11 subconunittee. Com
munication in ad hoc networks is peer-to-peer as the mobile nodes communicate directly
w ith one another. A good introduction to M A N E T and a nice collection of chapters on
routing protocols in M A N E T can be found in [111].
In short, a M A N E T is a collection of wireless mobile nodes that can dynam ically form a
network to exchange inform ation w ithout any aid from a pre-existing dxed network in&astructure. This is a very im portant part of communication technology th at supports tru ly
pervasive/ubiquitous computing, because in many contexts, inform ation exchange among
mobile units cannot rely on any dxed network infrastructure but on the rapid condguration
of wireless connections on the dy [131].
Mobile ad-hoc networks differ signidcantly from existing networks as foUows:

1. A ll nodes can move.
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2. The topology of intercomiectioiis may be quite dynamic. It may change rapidly and
unpredictably over tim e.

3. Since every computer may not be w ithin the communication range of every other
computer, m ultiple hops may be needed. Hence, the nodes must serve as routers for
other nodes in the network so that data packets can be forwarded to their destinations.

The set of applications for M A N E Ts is diverse, ranging from large scale, mobile, and
highly dynamic networks, to small and static networks that are constrained by power
sources. Typical applications include commercial sector, m ilitary battledeld, civilian en
vironments, emergency operations, and personal area network (P A N ). Regardless of the
attractive applications, the features of M A N E T introduce several challenges that must be
studied before a wide commercial deployment can be expected that include routing, security,
reliability, quality of service (Q oS), internetworking, and power Consumption.

3.2

Wireless Sensor Networks

In this section, we wiH give an overview of the characteristics of sensor nodes and sensor
networks, along w ith the issues/problems associated w ith the sensor networks. O ur goal
here is not to w rite a comprehensive survey of related work. We selected some key issues,
^hich we describe briedy w ith some pointers to the current literature. In Chapter 2, we
described various self-* properties. Sensor networks are expected to be self-condguring and
self-organizing.
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3.2.1

Overview

As the post-PC era emerges, several new niches of computer system designs are taking shape
w ith characteristics that are quite didôerent from traditional desktop and server regimes [73].
Recent technological advances such as development of M EM S microsensors [105], wireless
networking and communications, electronics, and embedded processing made it possible to
manufacture low-cost, low-power, small (in size) sensor node based ad-hoc networks.
A sensor network usually is composed of a scalable large number of nodes w ith highly
constrained power sources. The nodes are typically static in nature. However, some or
aU nodes could be mobile. In many situations, the sensor nodes are deployed randomly
in inaccessible terrains or disaster areas. The sensor networks should be self-organizing
and self-healing (or fault-tolerant) (see Chapter 2).

The routing algorithms should be

energy-e@cient. Considering all the above constraints, sensor networks seem to have some
sim ilarities w ith wireless ad-hoc networks (like M A N E Ts) (Section 3.1.2) and mobile cellular

networks (Section 3.1.1). However, many protocols suggested for the above two platforms
may not be well suited 6)r sensor networks for the following reasons [4, 154]:

Size: The number of nodes in a sensor network can be several orders of magnitude higher
than the nodes in other ad-hoc networks. The number may be in thousands or millions.

D e n s ity : Sensor nodes are expected to be densely deployed. The density can range &om
few sensor nodes to few hundred sensor nodes in a region, which can be less than 10 m
in diameter. They can be very close or directly inside the area to be observed. They
can be deployed inside a large machinery, at the bottom of an ocean, in a biologically
or chemically hazardous area, in a battleheld, etc.
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T o p o lo g y Changes a n d PEiilures: The topology of sensor networks may change more
heqnently. Sensor nodes can be spreaded in as a mass or placed individually. They
can be deployed in various ways, e.g., dropping &om aircrafts, delivering in an artillery
shell, rocket, or missile, and placing one by one using a robot or a human.

The

topology may change due to change of position, reachability (e.g., jam m ing, noise,
obstacles, etc.), available energy, malfunctioning, etc. Sensor nodes can fa il easily
due to the low cost in manufacturing or environmental threats. They could also be
destroyed by animals or vehicles.

C o m m u n ic a tio n M e th o d : Broadcast communication is typically used in sensor network,
whereas most other ad-hoc networks use point-to-point communication.

C o n s tra in ts : Constraints like power, computational ability, and memory are more strin
gent in sensor networks. Sensor networks use batteries which may last only a few days,
whereas nodes in other wireless ad-hoc networks are usually powerful computers.

B a n d w id th : The required bandwidth of sensor networks is low, of the order of 1 — 100

kb/s.

Despite aU the above constraints, we desire a robust, long-lived sensor network out
of such fallible, short-life sensor nodes [154].

Wireless sensor networks improve sensing

accuracy by providing distributed processing of a vast inform ation collected by the source
nodes [68]. The sensor nodes are used to collect useful inform ation such as acoustic, light,
and seismic data/environm ent. The sensors are used as both data generators and routers.
Networked sensors can aggregate such data to provide a rich, multi-dim ensional view of the
environment. Networking also improves the fault-tolerance. The sensor network can afford
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to be more focussed on some critical events detected by the source sensors. Sources are
usually located where the environmental activities of interest are expected to take place.
This kind of networks can also improve the remote access to sensor data by providing sink
nodes which are connected to other networks such as the Internet. The sinks are basically
m onitoring terminals. They may be mobile PDAs, laptops, or static access points.

3.2.2

Architecture and Applications

The sensor networks are becoming very common platforms for various applications such
as health, home, conunercial, and m ilitary applications. Some speciEc applications include
health (monitoring patients), environmental monitoring (e.g., traS c, habitat, security), in
dustrial sensing and diagnostics (e.g., factories, appliances, managing inventory, monitoring
product quality, monitoring disaster areas), infrastructure maintenance (e.g., power grids,
water distribution, waste disposal), and battleheld awareness (e.g., m ilitary command, con
trol, communications, computing, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, and m ultitarget
tracking). See [4] for a good survey and [124, 159] for the current trends in sensor networks.
A very interesting article on the future of sensor networks was w ritten by Pister [112]. His
views there are along the characteristics of ubiquitous/pervasive computing Section 2.2.
[114] is one of the early m ajor projects on designing networks using embed
ded sensors. The W IN S project was initiated at the University of California, Los Angeles
by Pottie and Kasier [114] in 1993. The network, called wireless integrated network sen
sors (W IN S ) was designed to provide a distributed network and Internet access to sensors,
controls, and processors deeply embedded in equipment, facilities, and the environment.
This project used the advances in microsensor technology, low-power signal processing,
low-power computation, low-cost wireless networking to produce a compact embedded sys-
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tern at a cost much lower than conventional wireline sensor and actuator systems. W IN S
is a self-organizing and self-conhguring system. The architecture of a W IN S node (taken
&om [129|) is shown in Figure 3.2.1. The sensor needs to be continuously active. Once
an event is detected, then the node identihes the event, determines if further processing is
needed, and communicates w ith other W IN S nodes if needed.

...............

,

Proceawig

g

_________________

Figure 3.2.1: The architecture of a W IN S node.

Today, networked sensors can be constructed using commercial components on the scale
of a square inch in size and a fraction of a w att in power [73]. A novel system architecture
of networked sensors was given in [73]. The authors of [73] designed a tiny microthreaded
OS, called

[135] to provide the system software support to manage and operate

this class of tiny smart devices. Five requirements for networked sensor systems were given
in [73]. They are (a) small physical size and low power consumption, (b) concurrency
intensive operation, (c) lim ited physical parallelism and controller hierarchy, (d) diversity
in design and usage, and (e) robust operation.
One of the most well-known projects in sensor networks is the

Dusf project at
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Berkeley [85, 113]. This project investigated the technological opportunities and challenges
of designing networked sensors w ith lim its on size and power resources. Their m ain goal is
to design a device (called smart dust) w ith required sensing, communication, and computing
hardware, along w ith a power supply, w ithin a size of a few cubic millim eters. This processor
is an A T M E L [11] 4 M H z, 8 b it micro-controller w ith 8 K bytes of program memory and 512
bytes of data memory. It also includes a radio w ith a single channel R F transceiver operating
at 916 M H z and capable of transm itting at 10 Kbps using on-oE-keying encoding [73, 151].
A consortium including U. C. Berkeley and others devised a second generation mote, called
M IC A [34, 76]. This new mote takes less power and is smaller in size.
Piconet [19] is another prototype embedded network. It was developed at the O livetti
and Oracle Research Laboratory, Cambridge. The Active Badge Location System [142] has
studied the u tility of networked sensors. A set of algorithms for establishing and m aintaining
(i.e., self-organization) wireless sensor networks was described in [129].
The article [82] describes the current research on heterogeneous sensor networks at Intel
Corporation. An 802.11 mesh network comprised of high-end node, such as In te l XScale
based nodes, is overlaid on a sensor network formed using In tel motes. The experimental
results show th at heterogeneous networks enhance overall performance. In this research, a
group at In te l is exploring the deployment of heterogeneous sensor networks in theme parks.
These networks could be used for monitoring water quality, for providing Internet access to
park visitors, or for overall improvement of park management.
ZebraAet is a very recent and im portant project being conducted at The Princeton U ni
versity [157]. Funded by a research grant from the N ational Science Foundation through
their Inform ation Technology Research (IT R ) initiative, ZebraNet is a project to explore
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wireless protocols and position-aware computation &om a power-e@cient perspective. Es
sentially ZebraNet is a power-aware wireless ad hoc sensor network, but w ith more serious
bandw idth and computational needs than most prior sensor network research problems [97j.
The ZebraNet Project is a good example for habitat applications of mobile sensor networks
as this project is aimed for w ildlife tracking. This system includes custom tracking collars
(nodes) carried by animals under study across a large w ild area [84]. The coUars operate
as peer-to-peer network to deliver logged data back to researchers.

The coUars include

global positioning system (G PS), Flash memory, wireless transceivers, and a small C PU .
The collars wdl also be Gtted w ith a solar panel to recharge the battery during the day [123].
Network Embedded syatems Tecknolf^y (N E ^'T) is a program funded by DAR PA . There
are many projects under N E S T and their descriptions are available at [108]. A fundam ental
question for the N E S T program is how should deeply embedded, diffuse sensor networks be
programmed? The goal of the N E S T program is to enable "hne-grain" fusion of physical
and inform ation processes. The aim is to develop sensor and inform ation system technology
and systems w ith application to battle space awareness, targeting, command and control,
and the supporting infrastructure.
M*cm-Adaptit;e MuKi-domain Power awore 5'ensors(jqAMP5/ is a project being con
ducted at M IT . The goal of this project is to develop a framework for implementing adaptive
energy-aware distributed microsensors. The /zAM PS project focuses on innovative energyoptimized solutions at aH levels of the system hierarchy, &om the physical layer and com
munication protocols up to the application layer and efB.cient DSP design for microsensor
nodes [102].
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3.2.3

Power Awareness

M inim izing energy consumption is an im portant challenge in mobile networking. The source
of energy for a node is most often an attached battery cell. Since the size of a cell is lim ited,
the amount of available energy is also lim ited. Therefore, sensor network architectures and
applications, as well as deployment strategies, must be developed w ith low energy consump
tion as one of the important requirements [128]. Every message sent and every computation
performed drains the battery. Energy optim ization, in the case of sensor networks, is much
more complex, since it involves not only reducing the energy consumption of a single sensor
node but also maximizing the lifetim e of an entire network. The network lifetim e can be
maximized only by incorporating energy awareness into every stage of wireless sensor net
work design and operation, thus empowering the system w ith the ability to make dynamic
tradeoBis among energy consumption, system performance, and operational Bdelity [118].
The power consumption of each node in an ad-hoc wireless system can be divided ac
cording to functionality into: (1) the power utilized for the transmission of a message; (2)
the power utilized for the reception of a message; and (3) the power utilized while the
system is idle. This suggests two complementary levels at which power consumption can
be optimized: (1) m inim izing power consumption during the idle tim e and (2) mininiizing
power consumption during communication [96].
A recent and very im portant body of work concerns optim izing power consumption
during idle tim e rather than during the tim e of communicating messages [28, 153]. The
basic idea is that nodes do not need to be listening and consuming power when they are
not involved in sending, forwarding, or receiving data. The PAM AS protocol applies this
result at the M A C level [126]. Span [28] is a good example of such type of algorithms. It is
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a distributed, randomized algorithm where nodes make local decisions on whether to sleep
or to jo in a forwarding backbone as a coordinator.
O ther way of optim izing power consumption is by reducing the overhead involved in
routing protocols. Routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks should be able to perform
local collaboration to reduce bandwidth requirements [67]. Sensor networks contain too
much data for an end-user to process.

Therefore, automated methods of combining or

aggregating the data into a small set of meaningful inform ation is required.

Localized

distributed routing protocols are better when compared to globalized algorithms as there
is no need to propagate any topology changes (that are very hrequent in ad hoc networks).
Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LE A C H ) is a clustering-based protocol that
minimizes the energy dissipation in sensor networks. Some power aware routing protocols
(including LE A C H ) for sensor networks are discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.6.

3.2.4

D ata Dissemination .

D ata dissemination and data collection are very im portant tasks in sensor networks. The
protocols for the above need to be energy-e&cient because energy is considered to be the
most crucial resource in sensor networks.

It is extremely d iS cu lt, if not impossible to

recharge batteries of thousands of devices in remote or hostile environments [88]. Stud
ies [101] show that the energy consumption is dominated by the cost of transm itting and
receiving messages. The importance of saving communication cost for sensor nodes is also
supported by data &om popular prototypes of sensor network devices, such as M IC A 2 [34].
As mentioned before, sensor nodes are subject to failures at any tim e. However, the data
forwarding and monitoring should be available over long period of tim e [154].
Govindan, et. al. [48, 61] suggested creating od-hoc smarf environm ent based on sen-
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8or networks. The goal is to achieve overall accuracy and reduced costs by using a large
number o f inexpensive, short-range sensors rather than a few expensive and complex longrange sensors. The authors [61] predicted that by the next century, low-level and low-power
wireless communication protocols w ill be developed to coordinate m iniature sensors to de
sign the ad-hoc smart environments. These smart environments can be eBectively used
to collect and disseminate inform ation in various situations. Ad-hoc smart environments
must provide exception-&ee, unattended operation (using autonomous nodes). Nodes must
be completely self-conhguring and robust to changes in condition. The environments must
autom atically adapt to changes in environment and requirements. These networks must
be data-centric (meaning the applications wiU focus on the data generated by sensors),
application speciBc, and resource constrained. The sensor networks should use locahzed
algorithms, meaning the nodes communicate only w ith sensors w ithin some neighborhood.

Nodes achieve a global objective by using only local computations. Local algorithm based
sensor networks are more robust, and scale better.
A localized and data-centric data dissemination algorithm for sensor networks, called
dfrecfed

was presented in [48, 66, 81]. A ll nodes are application aware.

This

scheme saves energy by selecting em pirically good paths and by caching and processing
data in-network (e.g., data aggregation). Each node nomea data that it generates w ith
one or more attributes. O ther nodes (called smks) may express infereak, based on these
attributes. For each active task, the sink periodically tmodcnak an interest message to
each of its neighbors. O ther (interm ediate) nodes propagate interests. Interests establish a
reverse data path for data that matches the interest. This path has an associated gradfenf.
The gradients direct the diBusion of data. As it propagates, intermediate nodes can cocAe or
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focoBg trana/oTTn (e.g., aggregate) data. Caching and aggregation can increase the eÆciency,
robustness, and scalability of coordination. W hen an interest arrives at a data producer,
that aowrce begins producing data. The Brst data message sent &om the source is marked
as eiploraforg and is sent to aU neighbors that have matching gradients. W hen exploratory
data reaches the sink, the sink rem/orces its preferred neighbor, establishing a reinforced
gradient towards the sink. The reinforced neighbor reinforces its neighbor in turn, all the
way back to the data source or sources, resulting in a chain of reinforced gradients hrom all
sources to all sinks. Subsequent data messages are not marked exploratory, and are sent only
on reinforced gradients rather than to all neighbors. A particular feature of this algorithm
is that a node in the network may make a local decision (based possibly on perceived tra& c
characteristics like the observed delay diBerence between events received along diBerent
paths) to draw data from one or more neighbors in preference to other neighbors. Such
techniques are called locahzed algorithms.
The directed diBusion protocol has been termed as two-phase puB protocol in [66]. Two
more diBusion protocols, called one-phase pull and push along w ith the proper applica
tions and suitabihty of these three algorithms were described in [66]. Declarative Routing
Protocol (D R P ) [31] is another recent data dissemination protocol. Directed DiBusion [81]
and D R P are similzir in that they both take the data-centric naming approach to enable
in-network data aggregation.
The diBusion algorithms presented in [81] assumed periodic, low-rate, hooding of events
that enabled local re-routing around failed nodes. Such hooding wastes a lot o f energy. A n
alternative scheme was proposed in [52] where m ultipath routing is used to increase resilience
to node failure. M u ltip ath routing has been studied in both wired and wireless networks
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(like M A N E T s). The two main purposes of using m ultipaths are load balancing and reliable
data delivery. Both are useful for sensor networks as well. B ut, the main contribution of
the work in [52] is quickly finding alternate paths between source and sink. In addition to
the prim ary path, they m aintain a small number of alternative paths that can be used in
case the prim ary path fails. Two types of alternate paths have been considered: disjoint
m ultipaths and braided m ultipaths. Disjoint paths are node-disjoint w ith the prim ary path,
while the braided paths need not necessarily be completely node-disjoint w ith the prim ary
path.

Disjoint path strategy is more resilient but uses more energy than braided path

strategy.
A fam ily of adaptive dissemination protocols, called S PIN (Sensor Protocols for Infor
m ation via Negotiation) for wireless sensor networks was proposed in [68]. S P IN uses meta
data negotiation and resource-adaptation to overcome several dehciencies in traditional
dissemination approaches like Hooding and gossiping [65]. S PIN focuses on the eScient
dissemination of individual sensor observations to all the sensors in a network assuming
that all sensors could be sink nodes. This increases the fault-tolerance of the system. Also,
a critical piece of inform ation can be disseminated to all the nodes. The above can be
implemented using classic Hooding. However, there are three deHciencies of simple Hooding.
They are implosion (a node always sends data to its neighbors, regardless of whether or not
the neighbor has already received the data from another source), overlap (some nodes often
cover overlapping geographic areas, and nodes often gather overlapping pieces of sensor
data), and resource blindness (nodes do not m o d i^ their activities based on the amount
of energy available to them at a given tim e). S PIN overcomes the above problems using
two key ideas: negotiation and resource-adaptation. To deal w ith implosion and overlap.
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nodes in S PIN negotiate w ith each other before transm itting data. This avoids sending un
necessary data. Nodes describe data by using m eta-data in the negotiation process. Thus,
exchanging sensor data may be expensive, but exchanging data (m eta-data) about data
need not be. Nodes poll their resources (e.g., energy) before transm itting data. This allows
sensors lacking in energy to cut back on certain activities.
Another group of data dissemination protocols have been proposed, which considered
mulkple sources and mulkple mo6Be amks. Sink m obility makes a dissemination proto
col more challenging.

A Scalable Energy-e&cient Asynchronous Dissemination protocol

(S E A D ) has been proposed in [88]. SEAD is a distributed self-organizing protocol. The
experim ental results show that SEAD is more energy-eScient than [81, 156]. In this work,
the sinks are considered to be mobile. The communication consists of three m ain tasks:
building the dissemination tree (called d-tree), disseminating data, and maintaining linkage
to mobile sinks. The m ain focus of this work is to minimize communication cost in terms
of energy. W hen mobile sinks join the tree, SEAD does not use Hooding to Hnd an entry to
the tree. Flooding is used in [81, 155]. Flooding uses a lot of energy and incurs unnecessary
collisions. In SEAD, the mobile sink selects one of its neighboring sensor nodes to send a
join query to the source of the tree. The selected sensor node is called the sink's access
node. The access node is used to represent the moving sink when the optim al d-tree is
b u ilt. Static access nodes amortize the overhead in the presence of mobility. Access nodes
keep track of the current position of the corresponding mobile nodes. The tree delivers data
to the Hxed access node. In turn, the access node delivers the data to the sink w ithout
exporting the sink's location inform ation to the rest of the tree. The tree is updated only
when the access node changes (as opposed to every tim e some node moves). Source data is
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replicated at selected nodes between the source and sinks. The replica tem porarily stores
the latest data incoming &om the source and asynchronously disseminates it to others along
the tree. The replica placement strategy locally readjusts the tree in the neighborhood of
the gate replica to further reduce communication energy. The constructed tree is managed
to accommodate mobile sinks or defective regions such as a group of congested or failed
nodes. T D D D , a Tw o-Tier D ata Dissemination protocol [155] is another protocol which
considers mobile sinks.

3.2.5

D ata Fusion

M otivation behind sensor fusion research was discussed in [22]. Although sensors are used
in many real world applications, they are still not th at accurate. Fusing sensor data is a
method to overcome this drawback. Combining readings &om m ultiple sensors may increase
the degree of accuracy. M ultiple sensors can also help in making a decision as a group (see
group dGckton-makmg sgsfema below). We can remove inconsistencies, and get a clearer
and better interpretation of readings input from individual sensors. Other advantages are
the increase of reliability and reduction of cost. The How of data in general in sensor process
consists of the following stages: the raw data (defection) is put into some sort of computable
form at (preprocessing). The computable data &om many sources is combined (/usion) and
evaluated by the system (interprétation).
Multi-sensor fusion [22, 98] refers to combining the readings &om several sensors into
a uniform data structure. This concept can be applied to any systems involving signal
processing. These applications include aeronautics (e.g., air traHlc control system, navigSr
tion system, and location Hnding system used in m ilitary aircrafts), manufacturing (e.g.,
robot sensors), remote sensing (e.g., weather forecasting, space shuttle, and pollution con
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tro l), hazardous environments (using autonomous and semi-autonomous devices), tra& c
control (air, shipping, railways, and highway tra& c, and sa&ty features in automobiles),
and medical applications.
M u ltip le sensors are used in group deckion-making sgatems [138]. Group decision mak
ing problems appear in many large-scale systems, including many real world situations.
Application areas include Hnancial institutions, air-tra@ c control, oil exploration, medical
diagnosis, m ilitary command and control, electric power networks, weather prediction, and
industrial organizations. For example, a m ilitary commander may use data from radar and
m ultiple sensors along w ith intelligence inform ation to decide to attack or retreat. Many
distributed detection network topologies have been designed to implement various organi
zational structures for group decision making systems. Refer to [138] for details.
D ata fusion or in-network aggregation techniques for sensor networks have been reported
in [91, 100]. In future sensor networks, we expect to see a fast processor on a single small
sensor w ith a good size memory and a radio transceiver. The m ain challenges involved
in data fusion are its time-sensitive nature and the need for synchronization of the data
from m ultiple streams. A n additional requirement of a fusion application is the scarcity of
power in the individual nodes. In this regard (power), data fusion and power aware routing
techniques [27, 127] have some sim ilar objectives. The beneht of power awareness in sensor
networks is discussed in Section 3.2.3.
The rapid improvement of microsensor technology has influenced the emergence of a key
area in signal processing, called Colloùorative 5'*gnal and 7n/ormaf%on Rroceaaing (C S IP ) [92]
in microsensor networks.

CSIP research into microsensor networks has focussed on de

veloping new methods and algorithms for representing, storing, and processing spatially
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distributed, m ultim odal information. Refer to [92] for a collection of articles on this topic.
D ata can be collected &om many independent sensors, and then combined or fused into
one reliable reading. Sensor data fusion technique and Byzantine Agreement problem [95]
have been combined to design a hybrid algorithm to design a reliable data fusion tech
nique [21]. Byzantine failures model any arbitrary type of processor malfunction. Byzantine
generals problem [95] is a distributed consensus problem [99]. Any solution to this problem
must satisfy the following redundancy: the number of processors used must be more than
three times the number of faulty processors. In sensor networks, data fusion technique must
use redundant sensors to rely on the input readings.
Two types of fusion techniques, called value /uafon and deckion /w akn were introduced
in [30]. The purpose of these techniques is to design fault-tolerant fusion technique for
collaborative signal processing systems. In value fusion, aU sensors exchange their measured
values and then each sensor makes its own individual and independent decision by fusing the
collected values. In decision fusion, each sensor may make its independent decision using its
own measured values and then sensors may exchange their decisions among each other to
arrive at a consensus by fusing all decisions. In this work, both fault-&ee and faulty sensors
were considered in the experiments. The fault model considered was Byzantine type [95].
The results showed that value fusion is superior to decision fusion when the sensor network
is highly reliable and fault-free. The performances of these two fusion techniques reverse in
a faulty environment.

3.2.6

Routing Protocols

A clustering-based energy-efScient routing protocol, called Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy (LE A C H ) for sensor networks was proposed in [67]. LE A C H was shown to be
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more energy-e&cient compared to some other existing routing protocols. In this work, it
was assumed that the data being sensed by the nodes in the network w ill be transm itted to
a control center or base station where the end-user can access the data. The base station
is hxed and located far &om the sensors. A ll nodes in the network are homogeneous and
energy-constrained. The above two assumptions im ply that the communication between
the sensor nodes and the base station is expensive in terms of energy consumption, and
there are no special high-energy nodes through which communication can proceed. The
key features of LE A C H are: (a) Localized coordination and control for cluster set-up and
operation, (b) Randomized rotation of the cluster "base stations" or "cluster-heads" and
the corresponding clusters, (c) Local compression to reduce global communication.
In the simulation study conducted in the research reported in [67], two types of protocols
were considered: a direct communication protocol, where each sensor sends its data directly
to the base station, and a minimum-energy (or power-aware) routing protocol (e.g., [27,
127]). Two types of energy spent by the protocols were considered: to transm it and to
receive a message. In the direct communication protocol, if the base station is far away
from the nodes, each node w ill expend a large amount of transmission power. However,
the experimental studies showed that if either the base station is close to the nodes, or
the energy required to receive data is large, the direct communication method expends less
energy (sum of transm itting and receiving) than the minimum-energy routing protocol. In
the minimum-energy protocol, the nodes closet to the base station wiU be used to route
a large number data messages to the base station. Thus, these nodes w ill die out quickly,
causing the energy required to get the remaining data to the base station to increase and
more nodes to die. This w ill create a cascading eBect th at w ill shorten system lifetim e. In
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addition, as nodes close to the base station die, that area of the environment is no longer
being monitored. For similar reasons, in direct communication protocol, the nodes fa rth ^ t
&om the base station w ill die out hrst.
In a clustering-based approach, nodes are organized into clusters that communicate
w ith a local base station, and these local base stations transm it the data to the global base
station, where it is accessed by the end-user. This greatly reduces the distance nodes need
to transm it their data, as typically the local base station is close to all the nodes in the
cluster. Although this seems to be an energy-e&cient solution, local base stations may die
out quickly as they are being heavily used. This problem is solved in LEA C H . LE A C H
is a self-organizing, adaptive clustering protocol that uses randomization to distribute the
energy load evenly among the sensors in the network. Sensors elect themselves to be local
cluster-heads at any given tim e w ith a certain probability. In order to keep the clusterheads alive for a longer period of tim e, the cluster-heads are randomly rotated. Another
advantage of this is th at the nodes die in a random fashion which avoids any particular
section of the environment not being sensed.
G RAdient Broadcast (G R A B ) [154] targets at robust data delivery in an extremely large
sensor network made of highly unreliable nodes. The algorithm is based on four ideas: cosf
sefup, credk-kwed aiÿuafable megA /onvanim g, density control, and cost _^eld re/reskment.
Cost ;Reld setup." Every node computes its minimum cost to reach the sink, i.e., eSectively
sets up the m inim um cost (shortest) path to the sink. The cost computation is initiated
by the sink node by broadcasting an advertising message only once. A ll intermediate nodes
also broadcast/forward the cost message only once. So, Hooding is avoided to compute the
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cost. The minimum cost path is used by any source to deliver the data to the sink,
credk-bosed

mesA /orwaTdmy." The report message carrying the data (to be dis

seminated) includes two Helds: minimum required cost &om the source to the sink and the
cost consumed so far for traversing from the source to the current (interm ediate) node. An
interm ediate node forwards the message only if the consumed cost so far plus the minimum
cost from this node to the sink is equal to the source's cost. Thus, the minimum cost paths
are m aintained without maintaining the next-hop node information.
Sending the report message through a single path is prone to node failures and interfer
ences. A unique credit-based mesh forwarding method is used to enhance robustness and
achieve Hexible tradeoB between robustness and energy by controlling the credit carried by
the messages. The credit is the total amount of energy budget given for this message less
the minimum cost of the source. That is, a source having some extra energy to spare for
sending a report message can aSbrd to travel more paths during the delivery process. The
interm ediate nodes use the same scheme to forward the message. These m ultiple forwarding
paths interleave and form a forwarding mesh. The w idth of the mesh decides the degree of
robustness of the data (report message) dissemination, and is dependent on the amount of
credit available.
densky control; Nodes are monitored to make sure th at enough nodes are awake to cover
the geographical region by keeping other nodes turned oB. The sleeping nodes wake up
later and replace nodes w ith very low energy or failed nodes.
coal ^eld re/reahfnenl; Topology changes due to various reasons w ill aSect the m inim um
costs. A hybrid approach of both event driven and tim eout is used to refresh the costs.
The sink monitors certain properties of received packets. I f any m ajor change is noticed.
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it rebroadcasts a cost advertise message to rebuild the cost Held. In addition, if no report
message is received for certain tim e, the sink also reHreshes the cost Held when the timeout
occurs.
Rum or Routing protocol [20] takes a new approach to designing routing protocol. The
m ain idea is to e0ciently distributing queries to nodes that have observed events in the
network. An event is an abstraction, identi^ing anything &om a set of sensor readings to
the node's processing capabilities. The goal was to design a protocol which is tunable, and
allows for tradeoHs between setup overhead and delivery reliability. The directed diBusion
method [81] Hoods queries. In G RAB [154], the sink node initiates cost Held computation
by starting a restricted form of broadcasting. Thus, there is an overhead of establishing
the cost Held. However, the report (data) messages are delivered following the m inim um
cost paths cheaply and reliably. The rum or routing [20] uses a set of long-lived agents to
establish paths directed towards the events they encounter. Whenever an agent crosses a
path leading to an event it has not seen yet, it adapts its behavior and creates path that
leads to both events. The agents also tries to optim ize the paths. The geographical routing
techniques such as G E A R [156] and [86] rely on localized nodes, and provide savings over
a complete network Hood by lim iting the Hooding in a geographical region. The method
in [119] allows access to named data by hashing the name to a geographic region in the
network.
Recently, results of an extensive study of issues related to routing in sensor networks
have been reported in [152]. The authors estimated link connectivity statistics dynam ically
using an eHlcient yet adaptive link estimator, explored storing the link status and routing
inform ation in a neighborhood table w ith constant space regardless of ceB density, and
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studied routing on dense sensor networks w ith simple, low-power radios and lim ited storage.
A wide range of routing alternatives in terms of hop distribution, path reliability, and
stability of the routes on large networks were studied. This study gave a lot of insights
into the interactions across the system layers involved in the routing problem for sensor
networks.
In [78], a spatiotemporal multicast protocol, called mobicast [77] was used to study dis
tribution of messages to nodes in a delivery zone that evolves over tim e in some predictable
manner. Mobicast provides reliable and just-in-tim e message delivery to mobile delivery
zones on top of a random network topology. Many sensor networks (e.g., habitat m onitoring
and intruder tracking) need to track down physical entities that move in the environment.
In such applications, only sensors close to an interesting physical entity should participate in
the aggregation of data associated w ith that entity as other sensors far away waste precious
energy w ithout improving sensing Hdelity. An active sensor group moving at the same veloc
ity as the mobile entity is maintained. A protocol for activating and deactivating sensors is
deployed. Only a small number of sensors should be active to provide continuous coverage,
while most sensors sleep and periodically wake up to poU active sensors and enter the ac
tive mode if necessary. Another module of the system presented in [78] is a communication
mechanism that enables sensors to actively push inform ation about a known entity to other
sensors or actuators before the entity reaches their vicinity. Mobicast allows applications
to s p e c if their spatiotemporal constraints by requesting a mobile delivery zone.

Thus,

mobicast provides a powerful communication abstraction for supporting local coordination
and data aggregation in sensor networks.
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3.2.7

Localization Systems

Due to the proliferation of sensor devices and the goal of creating ubiquitous environ
ment [145], the computing elements (sensors) w ill be ubiquitous and pervasive [38, 15].
Realization or implementation of pervasive environment w ill require some context-aware,
location-dependent applications which adapt their behavior and user interface to the cur
rent location in space [117]. The problem of localization is to determine where a given
node is physically located in a network. This is a challenging yet extremely crucial prob
lem for many embedded sensor applications like environmental monitoring of water and
soil [23].

Localization helps reduce power consumed in m ultihop wireless networks.

In

context-aware applications, localization allows proper selection of appropriate devices, and
support useful coordination among devices. The location inform ation can also be effectively
used in routing protocols such as geographic routing, inform ation dissemination protocols,
and sensor query processing systems. The Global Positioning System (GPS) [74] solves
the localization problem in outdoor environments for PC-class nodes. However, for large
embedded sensor networks due to their many resource, cost, and size constraints, GPS is
not suitable. Localization has been a very active area of research in the sensor networks
area [23, 24, 57, 116, 117, 121]. A ll these algorithms are suitable for wireless and distributed
embedded sensor networks. There are various characteristics of these algorithms. Some of
them self-conHgure, i.e., autonomously measure and adapt its properties to environmental
conditions (rather than rely on design-time pre-conHguration or manual reconhguration)
in order to achieve ad-hoc deployment and robust, unattended operation in any environ
ment [24]. Algorithms [116] using only estimate of its distance to a few nearby (neighbor)
nodes are preferred. Anchor-ûee algorithms [116] are also desirable. Anchor-based algo
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rithm s [23,121] assume that a uou-uegligible hraction of nodes are anchor nodes that already
know their location.

3.2.8

Tim e Synchronization

Tim e synchronization is a critical task in sensor networks for various purposes like sensor
data fusion, coordinated actuation, and power-eScient duty cycling. Consider sensor net
works for some environmental application [47]. Mobile computing devices equipped w ith
sensors, clocks, and short range radio are deployed in the environment to measure various
things. The devices record the tim e when they detect or no longer detect the phenomenon
and communicate this inform ation to other devices as they pass by. In order to determine
the direction of the phenomenon, tem poral ordering of these events originating from diBer
ent devices (and thus diBerent clocks) has to be determined. To estimate the speed of the
phenomenon, tim e diBerences between events originating Bom diBerent devices have to be
calculated. Tim e synchronization is also useful for estimating proxim ity of an distances be
tween smart things by taking into account the points in tim e when a certain phenomenon in
the environment (e.g., sound, light, air pressure) is sensed by diBerent smart things. It is ex
pected that the sensors be tightly synchronized on the order of 1 /isec. Sensor networks are
used in many applications where very accurate tim e is needed. The Network Tim e Protocol
(N T P ) [106] has been used to m aintain the Internet clocks. However, much improved tim e
synchronization protocols have been proposed for the sensor networks. See [45, 46, 47, 71]
for some of these protocols.
Collision-free communication is a desirable property for sensor networks.

F irst, the

collided messages cannot be used. Second, collisions waste energy. A stabilizing coUisionBee diBusion protocol was presented in [90]. In addition, the diBusion algorithm was used
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to obtain time-division m ultiplexing. The proposed algorithm maps a general network to
a grid structure. Thus, the collision free algorithm is based on a grid where nodes are
assumed to know their location in the grid. So, this algorithm is not suitable for dynamic
networks. This drawback is removed in [72]. In [72], a self-stabBizing distributed dynamic
T D M A slot assignment algorithm is presented. Nodes in this algorithm do not use any local
inform ation making the algorithm suitable for dynamic networks.

3.2.9

Other Problems

Media access control (M A C ) and transmission control protocols are extremely im portant for
sensor networks. Although protocols for these problems exist in traditional networks, but
diBerent wireless technologies, application characteristics, and resource constraints demand
new investigation of these protocols for the sensor networks. Such protocols were presented
in [151].
The exposure problem was introduced in [104]. It is a measure of how well an object,
moving on an arbitrary path, can be observed by the sensor network over a period of
time.

The minimal exposure path provides valuable inform ation about the worst case

exposure-based coverage in sensor networks. The Exposure problem is related w ith the
coverage problem (discussed in detail in Section 4.2 in Chapter 4). Deployment of sensors
depends on the applications. It can be predetermined when the environment is suBciently
known and under control, in which case the sensors can be strategically hand placed. The
deployment can be random (e.g., by air-dropping) if the environment is unknown or hostile.
Deployment strategies for target detection over a region of interest were studied in [29]. In
this application, sensors use group-decision making to achieve a global decision [22, 138]
(see Section 3.2.5 for details). Since the local observations made by the sensors depend on
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their position, the performance of the detection algorithm is a function of the deployment.
The path exposure [104] was used to evaluate the performance of the deployment strategies.
The m ain goal of this research was to determine the number of sensors to be deployed to
carry out target detection in a region of interest. The tradeoEs he among the network
performance, the cost of the sensors deployed, and the cost of deploying the sensors.
A scalable and fault-tolerant distributed clustering algorithm for sensor networks, called
L O C I was presented in [107].

Clustering is a well-known approach to achieve eHcient,

scalable control in large networks. Every cluster w ill have a leader node. The proposed
clustering method is uniform in the sense that all nodes w ithin a radius K &om a leader
node w in belong to the cluster of th at leader and no node further than Tulï (where m is
a constant >

2) from the leader w ih be part of the cluster of the particular leader. The

article [107] also includes a fault-tolerant solution to a distributed tracking service [13] using
LO C I. A selLstabilizing solution to the pursuer-evader problem in sensor networks was given
in [37]. Two solutions were presented — one is more energy-eScient and the other Eister
in tracking evader.
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CHAPTER 4

C O N N E C TE D C O VER
We report the m ain results of this thesis research in this chapter. As discussed in earlier
chapters, the two main helds we studied are self-* systems and wireless sensor networks.
A fter carrying out an extensive study of those topics, we designed a local, distributed, and
self-* protocol as a solution to a very im portant problem in sensor networks, called connected
sensor cot;er problem. The roadmap of this chapter is as follows: In the next section, we
state the m otivation of this research. We inform ally state how some other problems/topics
studied in previous chapters are related to the problem solved in this chapter. Then in
Section 4.2, we describe some results in related areas. In Section 4.3, we hrst state the
model used in w riting the algorithm . The program (including its notations) used is reported
next. We also give a form al dehnition of self-stabilization in this section. Finally, in this
section, we give both an inform al explanation and formal statement of the problem solved
in this chapter. In Section 4.4, the connected sensor cover algorithm (Algorithm

is

presented. In th at section, we include a detail inform al description and a formal algorithm .
The proof of the algorithm is given in Section 4.5. We also discuss about simulation and
other properties of the algorithm in Sections 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. We end this chapter
(Section 4.8) w ith some ideas which we would like to explore to extend this research beyond
this thesis.

44
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4.1

M otivation

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 3, the sensor networks are usually composed of a very
large number of low-cost sensor nodes w ith highly constrained energy sources. In many
applications, they w ill be densely deployed. To make the situation worse, unlike M A N E T 's,
it is usually Impossible to replace the battery of sensor nodes, meaning they have a very short
life. These networks can be deployed everywhere — home, industrial plants, environm entally
disaster and inaccessible areas. The topology of sensor networks is expected to be very
dynamic due to various reasons. Despite all the above constraints and obstacles, we still
must be able to design robust sensor networks which w ill allow uninterrupted operation
even in an unattended environment for a long period of tim e. Considering the size and
applications as discussed above, it is obvious that the sensor networks should be designed
as self-* systems (Chapter 2).
In sensor networks, guenea are sent &om some devices (could be a satellite, P D A , a lap
top, or any computer) to sense some data/events over some tim e period and a geographical
region, called guerÿ

A query could be like "Every f ms for the next Y seconds, tell

me how many vehicles of type T are moving in direction D in region ff" . The query region
is usually a subset of the to tal region covered by all the sensors in the network. Considering
the lim ited energy available, one of the most im portant goals in any protocols on sensor
networks is to save energy. Since the sensors are usually densely deployed, there are usually
a lot more sensors than required to process a given query. One possible way to m inim ize
usage of energy is not to keep ail sensor nodes fully active a ll the tim e. Some of them
can be put to passive mode some tim ^ while others are active in sensing the data in the
enviromnent. However, for the sensor networks to be eEective, the active nodes must be
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able to cover the whole query region and m aintain the network connectivity at aU times.
In [63], a new optim ization problem in sensor networks, called connected sensor corer
was introduced. The objective of the problem is to select a minimum or nearly TninimnTn
set of sensors, called connected sensor cover, such that the selected sensors cover the query
region and can (directly or indirectly) communicate w ith each other. The research in this
thesis is motivated by the work of [63].
D ata dissemination, data aggregation, and routing protocols are presented in Sec
tions 3.2.4 and 3.2.6 in Chapter 3. These protocols are used to e&ciently broadcast (or
route) and forward messages from sinks, aggregate messages hrom the sources to the sinks.
In the recent years, a number of protocols were developed to design robust broadcasting or
forwarding data messages. As mentioned earlier, in sensor networks, queries are sent from
devices external to the sensor network. Therefore, the query needs to be broadcast to the
sensor nodes or routed to a particular sensor node (maybe, the node closest to the device)
which would in itiate the connected sensor cover algorithm . Sim ilarly, after the connected
sensor cover is computed, the result need to be reported back to the device which originated
the query.

4.2

Related Work

The problem addressed in this thesis, the connected sensor cover, was introduced in [63].
Two self-organizing solutions were presented in [63]. None of the solutions is localized. The
Grst solution is centralized. The second solution was claimed to be distributed. However,
it is not a distributed solution in true sense. In every stage of the distributed solution,
a particular sensor node behaves as the coordinator or leader. This special node collects
all the global inform ation about the possible new sensor nodes to be added, then decides
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which ones to choose. We now describe the main idea about the solutions in [63]. A greedy
approach is taken to select the best possible set of sensors. We need to dehne a few terms to
describe the algorithms. A auWement is dehned as a m inim al region that is formed by an
intersection of a number of sensing regions. A subelement is termed as a walid aubelemenf
if its region intersects w ith the query region. In every stage of the algorithm , a set of
sensors lying on the best candWofe pofA is added to the existing set of connected sensors. A
candidate path consists of a path of a sensors th at form a communication path connecting
a candidate sensor w ith some sensor already included in the connected sensor cover set. A
sensor is a candidate to be chosen if its sensing region intersects w ith the sensing region of
some sensor in the current connected set of sensors. The best candidate path is the one
which covers the maximum number of uncovered valid subelements per sensor. So, the goal
of the algorithm is to select the path of connected sensors such that the maximum number
of uncovered subelements belong to this path.
The issues of coverage and connectivity, and the relations between them were analyzed in
a unihed Eamework in [140]. DiEerent applications may require diEerent degrees of sensing
coverage — a location being covered by only one node vs. more than one nodes. The
degree of coverage may also be decided by the degree of fault-tolerance to be m aintained by
the apphcation. Changes in application modes or environmental conditions may demand a
change of coverage requirement. A surveillance sensor network may in itially m aintain a low
degree of coverage required for distributed detection. AAer an intruder is detected, however,
the region in the vicinity of the intruder may reconEgure itseE to achieve a higher degree
of coverage required for distributed tracking. In [140], a Coverage ConEguration Protocol
(C C P ) that can dynamically conEgure networks to provide diEerent feasible degree of
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coverage requested by applications was presented. In this work, CCP was integrated w ith a
connectivity maintenance protocol (SPAN [28]) to provide both coverage and connectivity
guarantees. The integrated coverage and connectivity problem solved in [140] is as follows:
Given a coverage (or query) region A and a sensor coverage degree FCg-covered (i.e., every
location inside A is covered by at least

nodes). End the maximum number of nodes

that are scheduled to sleep under the constraints that the remaining nodes must guarantee
two conditions (a) A is at least A^,-covered and (n) all active nodes are connected. The
Erst interesting result obtained in [140] is the suËcient condition for a 1-covered sensor
network to be connected. Satisfying Ac > 2A^ (where Ac and Ag are the communication
and sensing ranges, respectively) for a 1-covered network imphes the connectivity. Th at
is, if the communication range is at least twice the sensing range, all we have to do is
to conEgure the sensors such that they are covered. Th at would im ply the connectivity.
Another im portant result on the relation between the degrees of coverage and connectivity
estabhshed in [140] is the following: I f Ac > 2As, then A^-coverage of a convex region
implies a As-connectivity of the communication graph. (The connectivity of a graph is
the m inim um number of nodes that must be removed in order to partition the graph into
more than one connected components.) The protocol CCP implements the A^ coverage
and A f connectivity in a network which satisEes the condition Ac > Ag. The m ain task of
the protocol is for every sensor node to decide E it is ehgible to be active at a particular
tim e. A sensor is inehgible to become active E all the intersecting points inside its sensing
region are at least Ag-covered. Sensor nodes exchange beacons (H E LLO messages) among
their neighbors to compute aE the intersecting points inside their sensing circles. W hen the
condition Ac > 2As is not satisEed by the network, CCP alone does not solve the integrated
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problem. In that situation, the problem is solved by composing CCP w ith SPAN [28]. The
summary of the results obtained from the various experiments conducted in the research
in [140] is the following: CCP can provide one-coverage while keeping a signihcantly smaller
number of active nodes than some existing protocols. CCP can eEectively enforce diEerent
coverage degrees speciEed by the apphcation.
A self-conEguring strategy, called

to form a sensor network th at provides com

munication and sensing coverage under stringent energy constraints was presented in [26].
The goal is to keep enough nodes to cover the region without too many packet losses and
m aintain the connectivity. I f too &w nodes are deployed, packet loss wih increase. I f too
many nodes are deployed, the collisions w ih increase and energy w hl be wasted unneces
sarily. A S C E N T works in phases. A node starts in a listening-only phase, cahed neighbor
dwcooerg phase, where each node estimates the number of neighbors actively transm itting
messages computed locahy. Then the nodes enter into the jo in decision phase, where they
decide whether to join the network. The decision is based on the estimate of the number
of active neighbors and the data message loss. I f a node decides to join for a long tim e, it
enters into an active phase and starts sending routing control and data messages. I f a node
decided not to join the network, it enters into the adaptive phase, where it turns itseE oE
for a period of tim e, or reduces its transmission range.
Unrehable sensor networks were studied in [125]. A sensor grid network of unit area was
considered. The authors derived the necessary and su&cient conditions for the network to
remain covered and connected in terms of the probabhity of a node to be active (i.e., not
failed) and transmission radius of the nodes. It was shown, a large network can m aintain
connectivity and coverage even w ith highly unrehable and smah transmission powered sensor
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nodes. The diameter of the random grid network was also computed. This result (the
diam eter) can be very useful to design e@cient routing, dissemination, and aggregation
protocols.
Com putational geometry techniques were used to design coverage algorithms in [103].
The proposed algorithms use geolocation inform ation of the sensor nodes. A pre-processing
algorithm is used to know the location of the sensors. This scheme uses GPS. Both determin
istic and stochastic coverage cases were considered in this research. Two types of coverage
have been studied in this work: worst and best case coverage. In the worst case coverage,
attem pts are made to q u an ti^ the quality of service by Ending areas of lower observabihty
from sensor nodes and detecting breach regions. In the best case coverage. Ending areas of
high observability from sensors and identifying the best support and guidance regions are
of prim ary concern.
The problem of placement of sensor nodes has been studied in [128]. The sensor nodes
cannot be placed deterministicaHy for two main reasons. First, they are often deployed in
remote or inhospitable areas. Moreover, the sensor nodes available currently do not support
dynamic self-adjustment of positions. Secondly, the large number of sensor nodes makes
deterministic placement im practical due to the increased cost and latency. Typically, in
remote or inaccessible areas, the sensor nodes are dropped in bulk Eom an aircraft [85]. This
kind of ad-hoc sensor networks must be designed to satisfy the foEowing three conditions and
constraints [26]: ad-hoc deployment (the sensors may not be deployed in regular fashion;
uniform deployment may not correspond to uniform connectivity due to obstacles, etc.),
eneryy comtraints (the nodes wiH be untethered for power as well as communications),
and unattended operotton under dynamics (the size of the network wih not support manual
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ConEguration, and the environment dynamics w ill preclude design-time pre-conEguration).
A heuristic was reported in [128] to orgcinize the sensor nodes into m utually exclusive sets,
where the members of each set cover the monitored area. So, it is necessary to keep only
the members of any one of these sets active and the rest inactive at any tim e. A fter some
tim e (decided by the protocol), the active set is deactivated and a set Eom the previously
active sets is made active. This process is repeated until the sensors go out of power.

4.3

Preliminaries

4.3.1

Sensor N e tw o rk .

Model

In this research, we consider aenaor networ&s [63, 140] consisting of a

large number of sensors (also referred as sensor nodes and nodes in this thesis) random ly
distributed in a geographical region. We model the sensor network as a directed communi
cation graph G (y , B ), where each node in y represents a sensor, and each edge (1, j ) E B ,
called communication edge, indicates th at j is a neighbor of 1 (see DeEnition 4.3 below).

D e E n itio n 4 .1 (S ensing R e g io n an d Sensing R an g e) Bor a sensor 1, there Is a re
gion, called sensing region, which signifies the area In which the sensor 1 can sense o given
physical phenomenon m aintaining a desired con^dence level. The sensing range o / a sensor
1 Indicates the maximum distance between 1 ond any point p In the sensing region o /l.

D e E n itio n 4 .2 (C o v e re d ) A point p Is covered (^or monltoredj by a sensor node 1 1/ the
Buclldean distance betweenp and 1 Is less than the sensing range o /l.

A ss u m p tio n 4.1 (C irc u la r Sensing R e g io n ) The sensing regions are o /an y convez shape.
Bor the sahe o / simplicity, especially, /o r showing ezamples, the sensing râlon s are assumed
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to be circular. Aowever, our solution worts /o r any convei shape.

D e E n itio n 4.3 ( C om m unication R egion, C om m unication R ange, and N eighbors)
The communication region o / a sensor 1 (^also called the transmission regionj de^nes the
area In which 1 can communicate directly ("I.e., In single hopj with other sensor nodes. The
mazlmum distance between node 1 and any other node j , where j Is In the communication
region o /l, Is called the communication range o /l. Node 1 can communicate with node j
(^l.e., 1 can send a message to j j 1/ the Euclidean distance between them Is less than the
communication range o /l. Then 1 Is called a neighbor o /j, and this relotlon Is represented
by a directed edge (1, j ) . The set o / neighbors o /l Is represented by

Two nodes 1 and j

can communicate directly with each other only 1/1 E IV) A j E IV), I.e., they are neighbors o/
each other. 7/ 1 and j are neighbors o / each other, then there are two edges between them;
(1, j ) and ( j , l ) .

D eE n itio n 4.4 (C om m unicatio n P a th and C om m unication D istance) A directed path
(seguencej o/sensors 1 = l i , l 2 ,

- , 1m = j , where la. Is a neighbor o /l^ + i /o r 1 < æ < m —1 ,

Is colled a communication path jrom 1 to j . The length o/the shortest (communication^ path
(which Is the number o/sensors on the shortest path) /rom 1 to j Is called the communication
distance jrom 1 to j .

P rog ram .

We consider the local shared memory model of communication as used by D i-

jkstra [39]. The program of every processor consists of a set of shored vorlables (henceforth,
referred to as variables) and a hnite set of actions. A can only w rite to its own variables,
and read its own variables and variables owned by the neighboring nodes.
Each action is of the following form: < label >:: < guord > —

< statem ent > . The
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guard of an action in the program of p is a boolean expression involving the variables of
p and its neighbors. The statement of an action of p updates one or more variables of
p. A n action can be executed only if its guard evaluates to true.

We assume that the

actions are atom ically executed, meaning, the evaluation of a guard and the execution of
the corresponding statement of an action, if executed, are done in one atomic step. This
model is known as composite atomicity [41].
The state of a node is dehned by the values of its variables. The stote of a system is the
product of the states of all nodes. We w ill refer to the state of a node and system as a (local)
state and (ylobol) con^gumtlon, respectively. Let a distributed protocol P be a collection
of binary transition relations denoted by i-)^, on C, the set of all possible conhgurations
of the system. A computation of a protocol P is a maximal sequence of conhgurations
e = 7 o,7 i, ...,T :, 7 i+ i, -, siich that for 1 > 0 ,'Yi i-> "Yi+i (a single computation step) if
"Yi+i exists, or

is a term inal conhguration. The M azlm allty means that the sequence is

either inhnite, or it is hnite and no action of P is enabled in the Enal conhguration. AE
computations considered in this paper are assumed to be maximal. The set o f aE possible
computations of P in system B is denoted as

A node p is said to be enabled in 'y ('y E C)

if there exists an action A such that the guard of A is true in -y. We consider th at any
node p executed a disable action iu the computation step yi

if p was enabled in

and not enabled in y^+i, but did not execute any action between these two conhgurations.
(The disable action represents the foEowing situation: A t least one neighbor of p changed
its state between y^ and y i+ i, and this change eEectively made the guard of aE actions of p
false.) Sim ilarly, an action A is said to be enabled (in y) at p if the guard of A is true at p
(in y).
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W e assume a weo&ly /a ir and dlsfrlbnfed daemon. The weat /alm ess means that E a
node p is continuously enabled, then p w ill be eventually chosen by the daemon to execute
an action. The distributed daemon implies that during a computation step, E one or more
nodes are enabled, then the daemon chooses at least one (possibly more) of these enabled
nodes to execute an action.

4.3.2

F a u lt M o d e l. [6 , 107]

Self-stabilizing Program

This research deals w ith various types of faults.

# The state or conhguration of the system may be arbitrarily corrupted. However, the
program (or code) of the algorithm cannot be corrupted.

m The nodes may crash. That is, the faults can fail-stop nodes.

#

The nodes may recover or jo in the network.

« The topology (both actual and logical topologies) may

change dueto faults.

#

at any hrequency,and at any

Faults may occur in any hnite number, in any order,
time.

S e lf-s ta b iliz a tio n .

In Section 4.3.1, we dehned C as the set of aU possible conhgurations

of the system. The relation c F B red means that an element c E C safw^es the predicate
B red dehned on the set C. A predicate is non-empty if there exists at least one element
that satishes the predicate.
We dehne a special predicate true as follows: /o r any c E C, c F true.
Let A be an algorithm , and % and B be predicates dehned on the conhgurations of A .
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C lo su re: % is closed in A E every computation of A starting &om a conhguration satis^'ing
% preserves %.

C onvergence: % converges to B in A E the foEowing three conditions hold:

# % is closed in A .
# B is closed in A .
# Every computation starting from a conhguration satisydng % contains a conhg
uration that satishes

S e lf-s ta b iliz a tio n : Let

be a non-empty l^Elm acy predicote of an algorithm A w ith

respect to a Specihcation predicate Apec such that every conhguration satisfying
satishes Apec. Algorithm A is sel/-stab«lizing w ith respect to Bpec iE true converges
to Spec in A .

4.3.3

Problem Description

As discussed in Section 4.1, the main motivation of this research is to save energy used in
a large sensor network where the nodes cannot be deployed in a predetermined or manual
manner. Our research is focussed on designing a query-response system. A query in sensor
networks asks for some data/measurements/events sensed/observed over some period of
tim e at some frequency over a geographical region. Upon receiving a query, the sensors
wiE sense or measure the data, coEaborate eimong themselves to disseminate or fuse the
coEective data to the sink of the query. Although a query can be initiated in the whole
geographical region, but typicaEy, a query refers to a subset of the region, caEed the guery
r^ io n denoted by A g in this report. So, the sensors only inside the query region should be
involved in generating the response to the query.
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We assume a very dense network of sensors, i.e., w ith lot of redundant sensors in the
whole geographic region. T hat is norm ally done E the sensors are randomly deployed for an
application. Considering the redundancy and our goal of designing a power-aware queryresponse system, all sensors inside the query region should not be actively participating
in the protocol to answer the query. O ur approach (sim ilar to the one in [63]) to save
the energy is for the sensors inside A g to seE-organize to form a logical network suScient
enough to cover (see Dehnitions 4.1 and 4.2) the query region. However, in order for the
sensors in the logical network (i.e., the region covered by the selected sensors) to be able
to collaborate to detect the events, and compute and deliver the response, they must be
able to communicate w ith each other dEectly or indirectly (see DeEnition 4.3). T h at is,
the logical graph not only needs to satisfy the coverage criterion, it must also be a strongly
connected communication graph. The reason for satisfying both criteria is that the coverage
is concerned w ith whether any location is uncovered whEe connectivity only requires all
locations of active nodes are strongly connected.

The foEowing example iEustrates the

issues of coverage and connectivity:

E xam ple 4.1 Consider the sensor network shown in fig u re .^.,9.1. 5'ensors are represented
by smoii circular dots. We hove numbered the relevont sensors with 7%, fg,
sensing riio n s (circular

- , fs o"d shown

dishsj associoted with some o/them (the blach nodes/sensorsj.

Bet the distance between sensors 7i and ^2

egual to t. We assume that any two sensors

that ore roughly less than t distance apart can directly communicate with each other. Now,
let us consider o guery over the gepgrophic region represented by the parallelogram A in the
_^gure.
We can see that sensing regions associated with blach nodes (7i,72,74, o»d fg;)
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Figure 4.3.1: An example showing the construction of a sensor cover.

(o cover fAe guery r^ io n , wAicA is (Ae porol/elogram A q . ffowever, tAe gef 0/ AZacA
nodes does noZ /orm a connected communication grapA, as tAe sensor nodes 7% and 7^ cannot
communicate. Tfoweuer, ÿ w e add tAe gray nodes ^ 3 and 7s^ to tAe AZacA nodes, we yet a set
0/ sensors tAat aZso /orm s a connected communication yrapA as sAown in tAe ^yure.

TAus

tAe set 0/ siz sensors /orm a connected sensor cover. Our proAZem is to /in d a minimum
sucA cover.

In this research, we deal w ith designing self-organizing algorithm to compute a commu
nication graph, called the connected sensor cover (introduced in [63]), which satishes both
coverage and connectivity conditions. It is obvious &om the description of the connected
sensor cover problem that it is a global task, meaning nodes cannot locally compute the hnal
response to the query. However, we still require the algorithm to be ZocaZ in the sense that
the nodes collect inform ation from their im m ediate neighbors (see DeEnition 4.3). Unlike
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the solution in [63], no node in the proposed algorithm collects global inform ation, and no
node behaves as a special node in any stage of the execution of the algorithm. In our solu
tion, every node can locally decide if it should be an active or passive node in the current
com putation of the response to the query. In summary, we achieve a global objective by
using a local algorithm.
O ur goal is to design a self-healing protocol in this research.

O ur solution is self-

healing in the following sense: Under various perturbations (as listed in Section 4.3.2),
the system w ill eventually succeed in computing (or recomputing) the connected sensor
cover. We implement the self-organization and self-healing properties using the paradigm
of self-stabilization [39].

4.3.3.1

Problem Specihcation

The specihcation of the problem is sim ilar to the one introduced in [63]. However, our
solution is self-stabilizing while the one in [63] is not.

D e h n itio n 4.5 (C onnected Sensor C over) Congider a gengor network G congigtiny o/
n gengorg 7i,7 2 , . . . , 7 n-

Ae the genginy r^ to n gggociated with gengor 7^. Given a

guery Q over a r^ io n 7%^ in the gengor network, a get o / gengorg ,$Gg = 7^^, 7^^,..., 7^^ ig
catted a connected sensor cover /o r Q i / the /ottowiny two conditions are gatig/ted;

Coverage: 7%^ Ç (g^^ U

U . .. g^^).

C o n n ectivity: TAe guAyrapA induced Ay gG g ig gtronyty connected in tAe sense tAat any
two sensors in tAis set con communicate witA eocA otAer (7)e/;nition
indirectty.
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A set o / aensora tAat aatia/iea onty tAe ^rat condition aAove ia catted a sensor cover /o r
Q in tAe aenaor network.

S p ec ih c atio n 4 .1 (C o n n ec te d Sensor C overage P ro b le m ) Given a aenaor network and
a guery over tAe network, tAe connected aenaor coverage proAtem ia to ^nd tAe amatteat con
nected aenaor cover ("we witt catt it AdCgCg). Additionatty, we reguire tAe atyoritAm (aotviny
tAe aAove proAtem^ to Ae set/-ofyoniziny, aet^Aeatiny, and set/-ataAitWny.

Computing a mmimum sensor cover in its general form is NP-hard [63, 93]. So, the
proposed solution makes an attem pt to approach an optim al solution by checking and
removing redundant sensor nodes from the hnal cover set. However, the solution although
suboptimal in terms of the number of sensors, must cover the query region A g accurately.
That is, every point in

must be covered (Dehnition 4.2).

N o te 4.1 Gn term ination, a aenaor witt know i / it aAoutd take tAe rote o / an active or
a passive node /o r tAe apptication Aeiny run on tAe top o / AtyoritAm A4CgC in tAe guery
r^ io n . j4n active node Aere means tAat tAe aenaor witt /utty participate in tAe aenainy and
communicating rote in tAe apptication. A passive node witt not participate in tAe apptication.
However, it witt remain in tow-power mode enouyA to do some tocat cAeckiny to detect/autts.
Gipon detecting/autta, it witt correct tA e/autt tocatty, ^poaaiAte. GtAerwiae, it may Aave to
cAanye to an active node.

4.4

Connected Sensor Cover Algorithm

In this section, we w ill present the self-stabilizing solution to the connected sensor cover
problem. This work is also reported in [35]. The rest of this section wiü be as follows: We
wiH state a few sim pli^ing assumptions, and dehne a few terms to be used in the algorithm .
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We then explain the overall approach to the solution in Section 4.4.1. Then we w ill present
the formal algorithm along w ith the inform al explanation. To make the inform al description
easier to follow, we w ill split it into two parts. We hrst describe the normal AeAovior of
the algorithm in Section 4.4.2. That is, we assume th at the system starts from a good
conhguration and no faults occur during the execution of the algorithm. In the fbhowing
subsection (Section 4.4.3), we point out the type of faults or corruptions which can occur
in the system. We also show how they are detected and corrected.

A s s u m p tio n 4 .2 (N o ID 's ) 7n fAis reaearcA, we aaaume fAaf tAe sensora do not Aave
unigue identi^era (T D 'a / However, eacA aenaor i mointaina a aet o/d:af*nct laAela, denofed
aa AT;, aucA fAaf eacA la W idenf^ea a /unigue/ neigAAor o /i /aee He/in*fion

Hofe fAaf

fAeae laAela are unigue only locally.

A ss u m p tio n 4 .3 (C o n v e x Q u e ry R e g io n ) TAe guery region/orma a convex r^ io n , and
ifa Aoundary /Aence, ifa center^ ia known to all aenaora.

A s s u m p tio n 4 .4 TAe aenaing and communication r^iona are tAe aame.

R e m a rk 4 .1 (C h a n g in g E n e rg y L e v e l) TAe energy level o / tAe aenaora may cAange
over time due to varioua reaaona. TAe propoaed solution copea up witA tAat.

We distinguish three types of sensors in or around the query region H g. In our algorithm ,
the rules for these three types of nodes are diherent.

D e h n itio n 4 .6 (B oundE iry Sensor)

A aenaor ia termed aa a boundary sensor i/ita

aenaing region interaecta witA tAe Aoundary o / tAe guery r% ion H n .

Note th at the boundary of H<g is known as per Assumption 4.3.
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D e G n itio n 4 .7 (In te r io r Sensor)

A aenaor ia called an interior sensor i/ita aenaing

region ia completely irwide tAe guery region H g and it ia not a Aoundory aenaor.

D e G n itio n 4 .8 (E x te rio r Sensor) A ll aenaora wAicA ore neitAer Aoundary nor interior
are called exterior sensors. 7n otAer worda, i /a aenaor'a aenaing r^ io n ia completely outside
tAe Aoundary o / tAe guery region, tAen tAia aenaor is called on exterior sensor.

4.4.1

Approach to the Solution

We could take one of the following two strategies to compute the connected sensor cover

AdCgCg:

Approach 1. The algorithm starts Gom a special sensor inside the query region

and

proceeds towards the boundary of H g.

Approach 2. The algorithm starts Gom the boundary sensors (see DeGnition 4.6) and makes
progress towards the center of H g.

Inform ally, the Grst approach attem pts to construct a spanning tree covering the query
region, while the second approach is sim ilar to the computation of the center of the query
region. How does one choose one of the above two approaches? There does not seem to be
a very clear answer favoring one over the other approach. I f we want to follow Approach 1,
then the special sensor in the query region must be activated by an external agent (e.g.,
a laptop, P D A , or satellite). This special sensor must be able to communicate w ith the
external device. Moreover, the external device should have the knowledge of the location
of the special sensor. As discussed in Chapter 3, the sensor networks are prone to different
types of faults. So, w riting a fault-tolerant algorithm based on a special processor for most
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of the applications may not be an ideal way. Moreover, the distance between the initiatin g
device and the sensor network may be a lim iting factor. The communication path between
the external agent and the special sensor may not be secured. Thus, in this research, we
chose Approach 2 which is described below.
We consider very dense networks in this research. Thus, even though some sensors may
fail or become very weak in power, we should have enough sensors to cover the query region
at any tim e. We state this in the following assumption which we depend on in designing
our algorithm :

A s s u m p tio n 4 .5

There always ezist su^cient number o / sensors in the network with

suj^ïcient density to cover the guery region i / all o / them are deployed.
(ii^ There eadst o lot o / redundont sensors which are either Aoundory or interior sensors
with respect to the guery region.

The solution to the connected sensor cover problem is given as Algorithm 4.4.1 (referred
in this report as Algorithm A iC gC ). As outlined in Approach 2 , the algorithm starts Gom
the boundary sensors (DeGnition 4.6) of H q , and proceeds outside in, i.e., towards the center
of the region. Starting Gom any conhguration, the algorithm selects a few sensors among
many (due to our assumption of very dense network) to include in the (m inim um ) cover
set AfCgCg. I f the system starts Gom a good in itia l conGguration, it Grst selects some
boundary sensors, then some interior sensors, and keep repeating the process of selection
moving towards the center of the query region until it covers the whole region H ç . Our
solution is localized, meaning the decision to be selected in AdCiSCg is taken locally by
aU nodes. So, unlike the solution in [63], nodes do not collect any global inform ation to
compute

Sensors consult only theG immediate neighbors to decide if they should
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be included in the Gnal set cover. As mentioned earlier, we aim at designing a power-aware
(see Section 3.2.3 in Chapter 3) algorithm . We make our algorithm energy eÆcient by
removing redundant sensors as many as we can maintaining the coverage and connectivity
as required by SpeclGcation 4.1. However, removing redundant nodes is a challenging task,
especially since we took a fully localized distributed approach. We also cannot adopt a
very complicated and aggressive procedure to improve our solution in terms of the size of
the cover because that may waste a lot of sensor energy, which would conGict w ith the
main goal of the research. We wGl revisit this issue while discussing the im plem entation of
redundancy checking in our solution.

4.4.2

Norm al Behavior

Before presenting the inform al explanation of the algorithm , we describe the data structures
used in the solution.

D a ta S tru c tu re s .

Three variables (H g ,

and Hosi) are used as ConstEm ts by Algo

rithm A4C«$C. T hat is, the algorithm does not w rite into these variables. They are used
only as inputs to the algorithm. The input query includes the geographical inform ation
about the region to be covered. T hat is represented by H q . N i represents the neighbor
ing sensors of sensor %. Our solution assumes th at there is an underlying self-stabilizing
topology maintenance protocol (see [59] for such protocols) which computes N^. We assume
that sensors know theG location in the network. The sensors use either some device or/and
protocol to know theG geometric location. (See Section 3.2.7 in Chapter 3 for discussion
about these protocols.)
The program uses two V aria b les :

and CoZoTi.

represents the sensing region of
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sensor t. The CoZor variable is used to represent dlGerent status of a sensor. Sensors can
be either in red or AZock initially. Eventually, if a sensor turns AZack and stays in th at color,
then it is considered to be a member of

Other sensors wiH remain in red color.

The solution uses two M acros: Dst(Z) and HZdZrN(Z). The macros do not represent
variables. W hen referred in the code, they return values. We assume that the sensors know
the location of the center (Assumption 4.3). So, they can use theG location inform ation
( f oa) to compute theG distances to the center. 7 )3 f(Z) is the distance of Sensor * Gom the
center of

We consider dGected communication graph of sensors. So, a sensor * may not

have a two-way communication w ith all its neighbors. Sensor t may need this knowledge
(i.e., which of its neighbors have a two-way communication w ith it) to check redundancy.
The set HZdirN (Z) is computed in those situations. It returns the set of neighbors of i which
e& ctively have a bidGectional communication w ith Z.

Im p le m e n ta tio n .

In the know ing, we assume that the system starts Gom a good in itia l

conGguration, meaning, all sensors are red in itially. The computation of the connected
sensor cover initiates Gom the boundary of the given query region H q. In the following,
we w ill Grst describe how some boundary red sensors are selected to turn AZack to cover
the boundary of H g . (This description is under the item "B o u n d ary o f Hg" ) Then we
discuss the general case of covering any uncovered region inside the query region. (This
description is placed as item "In s id e H q" )

B o u n d a ry o f jRq: The in itia l task is to select enough sensors to cover the boundary w ith a
communication network of sensors. The selected sensors w ill be colored AZnck, and the
rest w ill rem ain red. A sensor is a boundary node only if its sensing region intersects
w ith the boundary of the query region. This is implemented in Action
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A lg o rith m 4 .4 .1 Self-atabilizing Connected Sensor Cover Algorithm (Algorithm
for Sensor Z.__________________ ,____________________________________________________
C o nstan ts:

Query region; represented as a set in the algorithm;
:: Set of sensors within the communication range of Sensor Z;
f osi :: Geometric location or coordinates of Sensor Z;
S h a re d V a ria b les :

5'i :: Sensing region of Sensor Z;
Color, E {Alack, red} :: Color of Sensor Z;
M a c ro s :

7)st(Z) = Returns the distance of Sensor Z Gom the center of Rq;
uses
and fo s( to compute the distance;
BZdZrN(Z) = {j| j E N A Z E N j};
P re d ic a te s :

Poundor2/(Z) =

is a boundary sensor;

TnterZor(Z) = 5'^ is an interior sensor;
Ea:ZerZor(Z) = S'i A Rq = 0; / *

is an exterior sensor; * /

CoaNAra(Z) = Vy,k E HZdZrN(Z) : 31i,... ,1» E BZdZrN(Z) : 1% E RZdZrN(}) A (Va: < n : l^+i E
BZdZrZV(lz)) A In E BZdZrN(k);
Redundanfi(Z) =

E N : ColoTj = Alack A ((5i A Rg) C (5j A Rq));

Reduudant2 (Z) =

k E N : Colorj = Color* = Alack A ((Ri A Rq) C ((5} U 5 *) A Rq));

Reduudant3 (Z) =
((R;

u

5*

k, 1 E N

:

ColoTj = Color* = Color; = Alack A ((S; A Rq) C

U gf) A Rq));

Redundaut(Z) = (Redundanti (Z) V Redundanf2 (Z) V Redtmdaufs(Z)) A ConNArg(Z);
Rame7nZrscZn(Z,y) = 7nferZor(Z) A7nZerZor(y) A (3a:,g E {N; AZV}} : (Color^ = Color^ —
Alack) : (Z E Nz A Z E N^) A Rosi E (Rz A R^) A Rosj E (Rz A 5'^));

Re8fCandZdafe(Z) = Vj E N : Rame7ntractn(Z, j ) : Dat(Z) < Dat(j);
A c tio iK :

::

Rouudarg(Z) A -iRedundant(Z) A Color, ^ Alack

— ^ Color; = Alack

Ag ::

(Reduadaut(Z) V Ra:terZor(Z)) A Color; ^ red

— > Color; = red

As ::

ReatCondZdate(Z) A -iRedundanZ(Z) A Color; ^ Alock —

Color; = Alack
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predicates Houndorg and HeduTidant. A boundary node w ill turn Mock and remain
block only if it is not a redundant node. The redundant nodes w ill be eventually
marked red. The redundancy is checked by using the predicate Hedundont, and is
described in detail in the next paragraph. Action A i changes a sensor Gom red to
block. Later, if it turns out to be redundant. Action Ag changes it to red. However,
we wanted to make the implementation even more energy eScient. As we are using
the asynchronous model, some nodes may be slow in executing Action A i, while then
neighbors have already changed to block by executing the same action. So, the slow
nodes soon after turning to block may Gnd out that they are redundant. Then, they
w ill have to turn to red by executing emother action (A 2 ). Instead of wasting energy
and tim e, we added the redundancy check in Action A i itself. Therefore, a red sensor
turns block only after checking k r possible redundancy in the neighborhood.
The algorithm uses three predicates to check for three types of redundancy. The overall
idea is to check if any area of the query region is covered by one or more than one sensor
nodes. The Hedundonli(Z) predicate checks if the query region covered by sensor Z
is covered by another sensor / .

In case, there is no such sensor j , jRedundanl2 (Z)

veriGes if the region covered by Z is covered by two sensors j and k together. The
third predicate, Hcdundonf3 (Z) extends this test to a total of k u r sensors. We could
continue this checking for more than four sensors. B ut, we did not extend the scheme
beyond four because (as discussed earlier), the overhead (in terms of energy spent) to
test the redundancy may oG ^t the beneGt of energy eSciency.
The above tests for redundancy are implemented by a sensor Z before it decides to
withdraw itself Gom further consideration into the set cover A4C6Cg. However, those
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tests only v e ri^ the coverage of Z by other sensor (s). They do not implement the
test of connectivity of the neighborhood of Z.

Recall t ^ t the set AiCiSCg must

be a connected set cover. So, before removing itself. Sensor Z wants to secure the
connectivity in its neighborhood. This is implemented in the predicate ConNbrs(Z)
which is a part of redundancy checking. Ideally, Sensor Z needs to check if every pair
of its neighbors j and k, w ill rem ain connected if Z is marked redundant and removed.
However, if the path between j and k contains any node 1

HZdZrN(Z), then Z cannot

verify this path because our solution is strictly localized. So, our im plem entation of
ConNbrs(Z) veriGes if j and k are connected using some interm ediate nodes l i , . . . , 1^
where aU the intermediate nodes are neighbors of Z.
A t this point, the boundary of the query region is partially or completely covered by
a network of sensors w ithout much redundancy. Thus, the boundary of the query
region is pulled towards the center of the query region. T h a t is, the uncovered area
of the query region H g is reduced.

In s id e H g: Current block nodes (then creation is discussed in the next paragraph) are
used to create more block nodes to gradually cover the uncovered region.

Future

block nodes are selected Gom the intersections of pans of existing block nodes. The
algorithm considers every intersection of two block nodes. It chooses one or more red
nodes Gom the intersection as the new members of the cover set

(using the

predicate HesfCondZdofe).
Note that the current block nodes may have been created using the boundary sensors
selected earher. O r, they were created by using the predicate HestCondZdote among
some sensors inside an intersection of two other block nodes.
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Newly selected nodes for the cover set create a new (virtu al) boundary o f the uncovered
query region. Thus, the algorithm reduces the uncovered portion of the query region
by efkctively pulling the (virtu al) boundary towards the center of the query region.
A sensor i is a possible candidate if it is located inside the intersection of the sensing
regions of two other black sensors. As we are dealing w ith dense sensor network, lots of
redundant sensors are expected to be in every intersection of two black sensors. The
algorithm uses some checking (Aedundout) (explained above), and marks the best
candidates as black. The best candidates are those which are closest to the center of
among all the candidates in a particular group. The reason for using this distance
to remove redundancy is th at the algorithm covers the query region starting from the
boundary towards the center. The candidates compare their distances to the center
using the predicate BestCondidate. Eventually, every intersection system between
two black nodes wiU be in one of the following two situations:

(I) Node 1 is the best candidate in its neighborhood inside the intersection because
it is the nearest node to the center of IZq (see BestC audldate). I f 1 is not a
redundant node, it wiU execute Action A 3 and tu rn black.
(ii) Sensor * is one of the sensors (let us refer them by a set B ) (all in the same
intersection) at the same shortest distance from the center of B ç . In this case,
all nodes in B w ill satis^ BestCandidate and turn black (provided they are not
redundant) by executing Action A 3 . Then B is the set of best candidates to be
included into AfCBCg.

We win now explain the predicate BaTneln,trsctn(l, j ) in more detail because this tests
two critical conditions in the algorithm . As shown below, it tests if both sensors 1 and
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j are in the same intersection, the one created by two Wack sensors z and

This

is implemented by using the location information (the variable Pos) of the sensors.
This hrst condition is shown below as "Location". The second condition (marked
"Connectivity") tests the connectivity of i.

Recall that the m ain purpose of this

predicate is to select the best candidate in the neighborhood (see B estC andidate). We
want to ensure that every possible candidate for the best candidate has a bi-directional
communication w ith the black sensors (neighbors) forming the intersection.
BGTneL'atrsctn(l, j ) = i n t e r i o r (1) A 7 n t c H o r ( j) A

(3æ,ÿ e {IViHlVj} : (Color^ = Color^ = black) : Bosj E (S^ n 5^;,) A Bosj E (% H S^) A

....
L o c a tio n

(1 E Wr A t E Wy)
.—

y

C o n n e c tiv ity

T e rm in a tio n : As mentioned earlier, the proposed solution is distributed and local. There
fore, no node can directly (locally) verify if

has been fully covered yet.

The

localized term ination detection is implemented in our solution in the following man
ner: W hen all actions are disabled at all sensor nodes, the connected sensor cover
has been computed, and the algorithm has term inated. A ll red nodes satis^ the
Beduudant predicate, so do not satis^ the guard of Action A 2 . The black nodes
satisfy B eslC andldate and are not redundant, so wiU not be able to execute Action
A 3 any more. Thus, we can claim that our local distributed algorithm is also silent.
Note th at our solution does not include any explicit term ination detection scheme as
described above. We explained the closure and convergence of the algorithm just to
demonstrate how the algorithm arrives at the hnal result.
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4.4.3

Faults and Recovery

In this section, we focus on the fault handling features of the proposed algorithm (Algo
rithm 4.4.1). There are two variables used in the solution: 5'^ and ColoTi for a Sensor i.
So, we need to show that our solution can cope up w ith aU possible corruptions associated
w ith these two variables. As discussed before, the proposed solution is based on a fully
localized distributed approach. T h at made the fault tolerant im plementation simple. In
the following, we wiH make an attem pt to list all or most im portant types of faults, and
show how they are dealt w ith in Algorithm A4C<$C.

1 . Wrong initialisation o / the color variable.

As discussed in Section 4.4.2, all sensors, if properly initialized start as red.

(a) Boundary 'S'enaor.
Assume that a boundary sensor i starts in block color. I f i is not a redundant
node, then i remains block (see Action A i ) . Th at is, no correction is necessary.
I f i is redundant, then it w ill satis^ the predicate Bedundont, hence the guard
of Action A 2 . Node i then executes A 2 and changes its color to red.
(b) In te rio r .yensor.
Assume th at an interior node is initialized as a block colored sensor. I f i is
not a redundant node, then i remains block (see Action A 2 ). So, no correction
is necessary. I f i is redundant, then it w ill satisfy the predicate Bedundont,
executes Action A 2 which w ill change its color to red.
(c) B zterior 5^ensor.
A ll exterior sensors must be eventually colored red. I f any exterior sensor starts
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as Mock initially, then it w ill execute Action A 2 to change its color to red.

2. Beat condidote aenaor'a color la corrupted /roTU block to red.
Action A 3 corrects the color back to block.

3. A reduudout aenaor'a color cbougea /rom red to block.
The node, regardless of whether boundary or interior, wiU satisfy Bedumdoot and
hence, the guard of Action A 2 . So, it w ill change its color to red.

4. Wrong m itlollzation 0/ conatonta.
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the constants (B<g, IV), and Bosi) are computed by
some other protocols. I f Algorithm A4CBC starts when any of these constants has not
been stabilized yet, the connected sensor cover AdCBCg produced may be incorrect.
However, assuming the protocols computing the constants are stabilizing, eventually,
the constants would be corrected. Starting hrom th at configuration, in Suite steps.
Algorithm AfCBC wiH compute AiCBCg correctly. (Refer to the description in Sec
tion 4.4.2.)

5. Cbauge 0/ valuea 0/ conalaula.
Assume th at the cover set AfCBCg has been correctly computed w ith respect to a
particular set of input values of the constants. Then due to changes in topology or
environment, new obstacles, or occurrence of faults, the input values change. The
proposed algorithm wiU adapt to those changes dynam ically in the same manner as
described above in Case 4.

6. Weakemug 0/ sensors, bolb in terms 0/ communication and sensing ability.
The power level of sensors wiU change in tim e. I f we assume that the power is not
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replenished, then this chcinge wiH affect the sensing and communication range o f the
sensors. In other words, the constant set IV and the variable B wiU change. Recovering
from changes of IV was described in Cases 4 and 5. Change of B may change the values
of BeduTidont and BeatCundidote. A ll these changes wiU be rejected in the change
of values of the guards. So, eventually, the color of the affected node w ill change due
to the execution of the actions. A ll change of colors have already been discussed in
earlier cases above.

7. Failure o / senaora.

Assume that a sensor i fails due to any reason. This wiU remove i hom the sets IV and
B id irlV of its neighbors. Failure of i may also change the coverage and connectivity
of its neighboring sensors. This may eventually affect the predicates Bedundont and
BeatCondidote. So, this situation is sim ilar to Case 6 .

4.5

Correctness of the Solution

In this section, we wiU prove the correctness of Algorithm A4CBC (presented in Section 4.4).
That is, our task is to prove that the proposed solution to the connected sensor cover problem
satishes the given specihcation. The outline of this section is as follows: We w ill hrst dehne
a legitimacy predicate of Algorithm A4CBC w ith respect to the specihcation of the proposed
problem. Then in Section 4.5.1, we w ill show that any conhguration satis^ing the legitimacy
predicate satishes the specifcation of the connected sensor cover problem. We w ill prove
that the set AfCBCg produced by the algorithm when the system is in a legitim ate state
satisfes the coverage and connectivity properties as defned in Specifcation 4.1. The silent
property of our solution w ill also be shown. Therefore, the set AdCBCg does not change
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once th e system reaches a legitim ate confguration. In the next subsection (Section 4.5.2),
it w in be shown that the algorithm is guaranteed to arrive at a legitim ate state regardless
of the in itia l conhguration or type of faults occurring in the system. We w ill use the results
established in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 to prove the self-stabilization and self-* properties of
A lgorithm A4CBC in Section 4.5.3.

D e B n ltio n 4 .9 Tbe system :s considered to be in a legitimate state ("i.e., satis_/ies the legit
imacy predicate Zljwcac j i / Ibe /allowing conditions are true witb respect to a guery region;
/i/ A ll non-redundant boundary sensors are block.
A ll non-redundant best candidate sensors are block.
/iiij A ll otber active sensors — ezterior, boundary, and interior — are red.

4.5.1

Proof of Closure

L e m m a 4 .1 (C o ve rag e) In any l^ itim a te con^guration, the connected set cover AdCBCg
computed by Algorithm AiCBC completely covers the guery r^ io n B g .

P ro o f.

By contradiction. Assume th at there is an area A which intersects B q is

uncovered by AiCBCg. By Assumption 4.5, A must contain at least an active sensor i which
is obviously red. Then according to the predicate

i must be a redundant sensor.

By the defnition of predicate B edundont(i) in Algorithm A4CBC, i must be covered by
some block nodes. Since i was chosen to be any node in the uncovered area A , we can claim
that all active red sensors in A are covered by some block sensors. Therefore, A is covered,
and we arrive at the contradiction.

O

L e m m a 4 .2 (C o n n e c tiv ity ) fn any l^ B im ale con/igurafion, the connected set cover AfCBCg
computed by Algorithm A4CBC /orm s a connected groph.
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P ro o f.

By contradiction.

Assume that there exist two node-disjoint connected

components in the set AdCBCg. It is obvious from Assumption 4.5 that all active sensors
in itia lly form a connected graph. So, the only way for the set being disconnected is by
m arking some active sensor (say i) as redundant such that not considering i as part of the
fn a l set AiCBCg disconnected i's neighborhood.
However, per predicate C onlV bra(i), i is considered to be a redundant node only after
ensuring the complete bidirectional connectivity of its neighborhood.

T hat is, if i was

marked redundant and colored red by Action Ag, all neighbors of i remained connected.
In other words, if the set AiCBCg was connected before A 2 was executed, it would rem ain
connected after the execution of the action as weU. We reach the contradiction.

T h e o re m 4.1

O

satisBes sp eciB catio n ) Any system con^yumtion satis/yiny the

l^ itim ac y predicate

(per B e/inition

satisfes the speci/ication o /th e connected

sensor cover problem /os given by ^'peci^cation

P ro o f.

The coverage and connectivity properties are proved in Lemmas 4.1 and

4.2, respectively. The defnition of

implies that in a legitim ate confguration, there

exists no redundant block sensor, meaning th at all redundant sensors have been identifed
and marked red. Therefore, the connected cover set AfCBCg computed at this point is the
smallest possible by Algorithm A4CBC.

O

P ro p e rty 4 .1 The system de/ined by the l^ itim ac y predicate

P ro o f.

In any conBguration satis^dng

is silent.

&Ü actions of Algorithm AfCBC are

disabled.
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L e m m a 4 .3 (C lo s u re ) The legitimacy predicote

P ro o f.

i^ closed.

Property 4.1 asserts the closure of tZAiCgc-

4.5.2

O

Proof of Convergence

O ur obligation in this section is to prove that starting &om any arbitrary conBguration of
the system of sensors, Algorithm A4CBC guarantees that in fu ite steps, the system w ill
reach a conBguration that satisBes the legitimacy predicate ZIjwcgc- The proof outline is
as follows: We Brst show that starting from an arbitrary conBguration, the boundary of
B g wiU be covered. Then we establish the progress towards covering the whole region by
proving that every block node creates two more block nodes to cover some other uncovered
area of B q . This process is repeated until B q is completely covered.

L e m m a 4 .4 6 'lorling /rnm any arbibnry con/iyuralion, the boundory o/ the input guery Bq
w ill be covered.

P ro o f.

By contradiction. Assume that there is an area A which intersects the

boundary of B ^ is not covered. By Assumption 4.5, A must contain at least an active
sensor i. Then if Action A i is enabled at i, i w ill turn block. Considering other sensors in
A , A w ill eventually be covered. Th at is a contradiction.
Let us assume th at i is not enabled to execute Action A i. Then per guard of A i, there
are two possibifties:

1 . Sensor i is block. So, considering other sensors (like i) in A , A is covered. T h a t is a

contradiction.
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2. The predicate Beduudont(i) is true. By the de&nition of Beduudout(i), it follows
th at i is covered by block sensors. Again, considering other active sensors in A , we
obtain th at A is covered, hence the contradiction.

□

L e m m a 4 .5 In ony con/iyuml*on, ÿ oil boundory and interior red nodes ore redundont,
then tbe region B q is completely covered.

P ro o f.

Assume the contradictory, i.e., although all boundary and interior red

nodes satis^ Bedundont predicate, B ç is not completely covered yet. Consider an area
A intersecting B q which is not covered. By Assumption 4.5, A must contain at least an
active sensor i. The color of i cannot be block since A is assumed to be uncovered. So, i is
red. Since A is not covered, i w ill not satisfy B edundont(i). T h at contradicts the lemma
hypothesis.

O

L e m m a 4 .6 Every block node covering o r^ io n o /B g w ill eventuolly add two neighboring
block nodes unless the new nodes are /ound to be redundant.

P ro o f.

1. Consider a block boundary node r. That is, r covers a region on the boundary of
B<g. The existence of at least one such node is implied by Lemma 4.4. Assume that
r has two block neighbors, r% and rg. This is a valid assumption because only one
block sensor covering a region is very unlikely. Let Li be the area of intersection
between the sensing regions of r i and r. Then in f i , there must exist a node p that
satisBes Best_coudidote(p).

So, unless p is redundant (i.e., satisBes the predicate
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Bedundon<(p)), it w ill execute Action A 3 to turn block.

Sim ilarly, let Tg be the

intersection between the sensing regions of r and rg. So, there must be a sensor g in
ig which wiU satis^ Best_con(lidote(g), perform A 3 , and change its color to block if
it is not a redundant node. Note th at both p and g are interior nodes.

2. Now, consider a block interior node r covering a region in B g . By Lemma 4.5 and
Case 1 above, a node like r exists unless B g is completely covered. Following the
same reasoning as in Case 1, we can show that r w ill add two more block nodes unless
the new nodes are marked to be redundant.

□
L e m m a 4 .7 5'lorlmg /rom on orbilrory con/lgumlion, the input guery region B g w ill even
tuolly be completely covered by block nodes.

P ro o f.

Assume th at Covered_Begion^ and Cncovered-Begionj represent the current

covered and yet to be covered region o f B g , respectively. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, there
must exist at least one block node r in Covered_Begionj, which wiU generate two more
block sensors. These new block sensors wiU cover some portion of Pncovered-Begion,,
effectively reducing the area of Cncovered-Begioni.

Therefore, repeated appUcation of

Lemma 4.6 progressively reduces the area of Cncovered_Begioni. Since Cncovered-Regionj
is Unite, eventuaUy the system reaches a conBguration which satisBes one of the foUowing
two conditions:

1. 17ncovered_Begion^ becomes an empty set. That is, B g is completely covered.

2. Cncovered-Begioni is nonempty.

By the lemma hypothesis, there are some block

nodes in Covered-Begiorii. By Lemma 4.6, a block node wUl create two more block
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nodes. I f the newly created nodes are redundant, then by Lemma 4.5,

is already

covered. B ut, that is a contradiction.

□

T h e o re m 4 .2 (C o n verg en ce)

/rum an arbitrary conBguration, Algoritbm A4CBC

reacbea a conBguration tbat soti^ea tbe l^itim o cy predicate E/%cgc -

P ro o f.

By Lemma 4.7, B g w ill be eventually covered. Starting &om this conBgu

ration, we now prove that the system w ill reach a conBguration satisfying Ejvicgc-

ike

following, we wiU consider the three conditions to be satisBed to satis^

(i) A ll non-redundant boundary senaora are block.
The proof follows Bom Action A i.

(ii) A ll non-redundant beat condidate aenaora are block.
The proof follows Bom Action A 3

(iii) A ll otker active aenaora — earterior, boundary, and interior — ore red.
Exterior nodes w ill turn red by applying Action Ag. Other nodes if redundant w ill
turn red by executing Action Ag. The nodes which are not best candidates (if not
already redundant) w ill eventually become redundant when they w ill be covered by
block nodes, and w ill tu rn red (if not already red).

□
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4.5.3

Proof of SelB*

We want to conclude the proof of Algorithm A4CBC iu this section by showing how our so
lution satisBes some of the self-* properties [158] discussed in Chapter 2. Algorithm .AfCBC
is distributed, self-conBguriug, s e lf healing, and scalable. Thus, the proposed s e lf* solution
made the goal of the ubiquitous/pervasive computing a reality since two of the main require
ments for this type of large ubiquitous sensor networks are low-power and s e lf conBguring.

4.5.3.1

S e lf conBguring

The low per node cost wUl allow the wireless networks of sensors to be densely distributed.
The large number of nodes deployed in these systems w ill preclude manual conBguration,
and the environmental dynamics wiH preclude design-time pre-conBguration. Therefore,
nodes w ill have to s elf conBgure to establish a topology that provides communication and
sensing coverage under stringent energy constraints. Algorithm A4C6C is s e lf conBguring in
the sense that starting from any in itia l conBguration, it conBgures itself to form a network
topology where all the sensors (members of the connected sensor cover) are able to com
municate w ith each other either directly or indirectly. We also proved that the given query
region wiU eventually be covered starting Bom any arbitrary state. Hence this algorithm is
s elf conBguring.

4.5.3.2

Selfhealing

SelfreconBguration (self-healing) is a concept inherent to the nature of wireless sensor
networks. The proposed algorithm is s elf healing under various perturbations, such as node
joins, failures (due to crash and energy loss), state corruptions, and weakening of power. I f
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a node fails, Algorithm A4CBC heals itself in the following manner: I f it is not a redundant
node, then a part of the query region

may become uncovered. In that situation, a subset

of its (active) neighbors wUl take over by executing Action A i or A 3 . Sim ilar process may
be initiated, if necessary, when a node's power weakens to the point that it aSects the node's
communication ability. On the other hand, if a node joins the network (after recovering,
being repaired, or being re-energized in power), it would be considered as a redundant node
since the query region is already covered by the existing nodes. So, the node joining event
wiU not change the connected set cover. A rb itrary corruptions of state variables of the
nodes are also dealt w ith in the solution — change of Color variable due to faults is Bxed
in a very simple manner.

4.S.3.3

Self-*

We have implemented the self-conUguring and self-healing features in our solution (Algo
rithm A4CBC) using the concept of self-stabilization [39, 158]. As explained in Section 2.3
in Chapter 2, the paradigm of self-stabilization subsumes aU other self-* properties. Thus,
our solution is tru ly fault-tolerant in terms of self-* feature.

T h e o re m 4 .3 Algorithm A4CBC is sel/-stal)ilizing.

P ro o f.

The proof fbUows from Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4.3, and Theorem 4.2.

4.6

O

Com plexity and Simulation

We are yet to perform an extensive cost analysis of our solution. Here, we wUl sketch on
our current Bndings. In terms of space. Algorithm A4CBC is an optimal solution. Recall
the problem speclBcation. Per Note 4.1, upon term ination of the sensor cover algorithm.
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a node w iü know if it should be active or passive. So, it must use at least two states to
distinguish its two possible roles. Our solution uses exactly two states in the Color variable
to implement this. In Algorithm AfCBC, every node maintains its neighborhood set IV. The
problem requires implementing a strongly connected graph. So, maintaining IV is essential.
This costs an C (A ) states per node, where A is the maximum degree of a node in the
network.
We have not completed the stabilization tim e analysis. However, once the system is
stabilized, meaning the connected sensor cover has been correctly computed, a fault (like
a crash, power failure, memory corruption, etc.) can be corrected in the immediate neigh
borhood of the faulty node. In this sense, the proposed solution is sel/-conto(ning [55],
meaning the faults do not spread more than one hop away. This shows a very im portant
and desirable property for large scale wireless sensor networks.
As mentioned earlier, computing a minimum sensor cover is NP-hard. Theoretical anal
ysis of suboptim ality is not done yet. Philippe Raipan-Parvedy at IR IS A /U niversite Rennes
1, Prance [35] has simulated our algorithm using Java. Some parameters can be provided
to the simulator such as the number of nodes and ranges like sensing, communication. The
region used for testing is a 12 x 12 grid deployed w ith 244 sensors. The distance between
any two sensors is 4 units, and the sensing region of each sensor has a radius of 9 units.
In the screenshot (shown in Figure 4.6.2), the circle w ith the w hite boundary indicates the
query region B p . The graph shown in the screenshot represents the connected sensor cover
computed by Algorithm A4CBC. So, the sensors at the vertices of the graph are the only
black nodes selected by the algorithm after elim inating some redundant sensors. Simulation
results look very good — the size of the connected sensor cover computed is not very high.
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i.e., the algorithm successfully removed a good percentage of the redundant nodes.

Figure 4.6.2: A screenshot Bom the simulation of Algorithm A4CBC.

4.7

Scalable and Localized

Scalability and localized are two highly desirable properties of large scale wireless sensor
networks. Algorithm AfCBC is scalable and localized in the following terms (see Section 4.6):
Firstly, it is a space optim al solution in terms of the number of states per node — only two
states per node. Secondly, faults are contained w ithin the immediate neighborhood. Thus,
the solution is not only self-healing and self-stabilizing, but is self-containing. Thirdly, the
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solution approach is strictly local. Nodes communicate only w ith their immediate neighbors
during both self-conBguring and self-healing.

4.8

Extensions

Sensing coverage characterizes the m onitoring quality provided by a sensor network in a
designated region. DiSerent applications may require diSerent degrees of sensing coverage.
W hile some applications may only require that every location in a region be monitored by
one node, other applications like distributed detection require signiBcantly higher degrees
of coverage [140]. Algorithm AfCBC was designed w ith the goal of achieving optim ality in
terms o f the number of sensors while m aintaining the degree of coverage of only one. The
im pact of the above assumption (of one-coverage) is the following: Our solution looks for
every opportunity to remove any active redundant node Bom the cover set. This may cause
some areas in the query region covered by a single (Wock) sensor. Although this is an ideal
solution Bom the point of view of the minimum possible sized cover set, but this makes
the query region very weak in terms of sensing failures. T h at is, even if a single active
sensor fails, some area may become uncovered right away. Recall th at Algorithm A4CBC is
self-stabilizing w ith respect to all types of transient faults. So, our solution w ill cover the
uncovered area very quickly. Thus, no area wiU remain uncovered forever. However, if we
had designed out solution w ith the aim of m aintaining higher degree of coverage, a single
fault may not have caused any area uncovered even tem porarily. In this regard, we can
extend our solution in a couple of ways. Firstly, we may w rite a parametric solution where
the input query w ill include the degree of coverage expected. The predicate Bedundoucg wiH
be relaxed to allow the corresponding higher degree of coverage. Secondly, we can simply
assume a particular degree (> 1) of coverage in our algorithm . Unfortunately, higher degree
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of coverage would require more communication cost, i.e., consuming more power. We can
conduct a study on the tradeoS between cover size optim ality vs. robustness.
In solving the connected sensor cover problem in this thesis, our main goal was to achieve
the optim ality in terms of the cardinality of the cover set. However, that was not the only
criterion we used in w riting our solution. It was kept in mind th at the redundancy checking
itself should not be very power intensive computation. In other words, the overhead in
terms of energy spent in computing the connected cover set should not oEset the beneht of
Bnding the small cover set. One possible extension of our research is to study the im pact of
the power consumption of the sensor cover algorithm versus the size of the cover set. For
example, in Algorithm AfCBC, the redundancy check was lim ited to the Ending the answer
to the following question: "Is a node covered by any combination of tbree other nod^?" I f
we had extended the test to more than three nodes, we probably could see a better solution.
Another interesting way to extend our work is to implement diSerent degrees of connec
tiv ity in the Bnal communication graph produced by the connected sensor cover algorithm .
In the current solution, the predicate ConlVbrs implements the connectivity. It guarantees
that all the neighbors of a node i are strongly connected before marking i as redundant.
Sim ilar to the im plementation of higher degree of coverage to achieve better robustness, we
may also require higher degree of connectivity for the same purpose (i.e., to increase the
level of fault-tolerance). We can extend the neighborhood connectivity checking to k-node
(k > 1) disjointness in the communication graph. As in the case of better coverage, we
cannot ignore the power consumption. So, the above study would involve investigating the
impact of better fault-tolerance on the energy spent.
The Steiner tree problem is a minimum interconnection problem. Given a finite set U
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of points (called term inals), the Steiner tree problem is to Bad a minimum length inter
connection of those terminals according to some geometric distance metric. The resulting
interconnection is a tree, called a Steiner m inim al tree. The Steiner problem has a wide
variety of applications ranging Bom e@ciently organizing power grids to designing m ulticast
routing systems. Though this problem is NP-complete, several heuristic algorithms have
been designed to approximate the results [16]. Another approach to solving the connected
sensor cover problem is the following which is based on Steiner tree: The algorithm would
require two phases. In the Brst phase, a sensor cover is computed w ithout considering the
connectivity criterion. In the next phase, a Steiner tree is constructed on the sensor cover
to connect the nodes in the cover set. This approach may have two negative impacts. First,
the set cover produced Bnally at the end of the second phase may have more redundant
nodes than the approach used in our solution. Second, computing the Steiner tree may
incur higher communication cost. However, we can study implementation of various types
of heuristic methods used in constructing Steiner trees in our common setting — local,
distributed, and self-stabilizing.
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CHAPTER 5

C O N C LU SIO N A N D F U T U R E RESEARCH
This research started w ith studying the ubiquitous/pervasive computing. Wireless sensor
networks made the ubiquitous computing a reality. So, our research continued w ith the
study of large scale wireless sensor networks. We studied many applications of the sensor
networks. We also extensively surveyed existing protocols w ritten for sensor networks.
Constraints of designing sensor networks are well-known. The most im portant of which is
the energy. However, designing reliable sensor network is still highly desirable. Considering
the size, frequency of topology changes, and changes of power level in sensor networks,
designing self-organizing, self-conhguring or selLhealing sensor networks is essential. This
inBuenced us to research and w rite an extensive survey on self-* systems.
The m ain m otivation of our research was to design a self-* query response system in
sensor networks. We presented the Brst local, distributed, scalable, self-* design of the
connected sensor cover problem introduced in [63].

We presented a stabilizing solution

to the problem and showed how the solution is self-organizing and self-healing as well.
Throughout the design process, we followed a power-aware approach. Although our goal
was to design an optim al size sensor cover, but we used the power-awareness as a strong
guide in our design, and accepted a sBght degree of suboptim ality. Our simulation results
show that the size of the cover set is very close to the optim al size. Algorithm A4CBC is
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space optim al — only two colors are used. The solution is fully localized and distributed,
and highly scalable. Once the system is stabilized, the faults can be corrected in their
neighborhood. Hence the system is self-containing.
This research showed th at the concept of self-stabilization subsumes many other self-*
properties. We were also able to demonstrate the power of self-stabilization to achieve
quite an elegant and eScient solution to a very practical problem in a large scale wireless
sensor network. Our research should also encourage the pervasive community and M A N E T
community to look into designing large networks using self-stabilization.
There are ample opportunities to explore several issues related w ith the topic of this
thesis. As said earlier, we wanted to design a strictly localized algorithm for its obvious
beneht. One can study if relaxing the locality assumption to some extent can produce a
more optim al connected sensor cover. However, it would probably consume more energy.
The connected sensor cover problem is just one example of the query response system.
A future topic of research would be to Bnd other types of query hemdling problems in sensor
networks, and see if it is possible to design self-* solutions to those problems. We used the
shared memory model to w rite our algorithm . It would be interesting to see how e&ciently
we can w rite the corresponding message passing solution.
Although the early simulation results look good, we would like to run a thorough simu
lation study and extensive theoreticcd analysis of our algorithm . One of the most im portant
results to be obtained is the ratio of size of the computed sensor cover vs. that of an optim al
solution.
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